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The struggle of a fragile and yet determined woman in finding her 
place in the rough and masculine universe of sawmills and wood 
industry. 

Upon her father’s death in an unloading accident in the family sawmill, Ma-
rie, who’s been living in Quebec for the past twenty years, decides to come 
home to her native land. In this journey, she sees an opportunity for a fresh 
start after a difficult marital crisis. Her 18 year-old daughter Flore follows 
her back to Auvergne to explore her roots and discover the region.

Taking over the business however proves more difficult than expected. With 
help from her childhood friends, Marie rages a battle on all fronts in a world 
clearly dominated by men. She is forced to acquaint herself with a trade 
that she learns to master step by step, so as to tackle the greed of the big 
industrial sawmills.

As she regains a new lease on life, Marie starts suspecting that her father’s 
death may not have been so accidental after all. Leading her own investiga-
tion, she becomes aware of being closely watched...

The Heiress 

An Associate Professor in Eco-
nomics and the author of a nu-
mber of economic textbooks for 
Hachette, Sylvie Baron has sett-
led down in the department of 
Cantal. This is her fourth novel in 
the “France de toujours” collec-
tion. She lives in Neuvéglise near 
Saint-Flour.

February 2017
300 pages

L’héritière des Fajoux
L’Héritière
des Fajoux

SYLVIE 

BARON
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Sylvie Baron

French sales :
Book club (GLM)
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Boris Bergmann dazzled the liter-
ary scene as a teenager with his first 
novel, Viens là que je te tue ma belle, 
which was awarded the student Prix 
de Flore in 2007, created specially 
for him. A true publishing phenom-
enon who has drawn as much at-
tention for his age as for his talent.  
Déserteur is a much awaited novel 
by a French writer promised to an 
amazing career. 

The return of a young prodigy with a daring and captivating novel, 
which depicts the new face of war, commitment, and resistance. 

Deserter

A rundown France has just declared war on the Caliphate. Following a 
heartbreak, a talented hacker looking for a cause decides to join the army. 
His expertise is an asset, and soon he is assigned the task of programming 
drones that fly over conflict areas. After a while operating these weapons 
from behind a screen in Paris, he is sent on a mission in a middle-eastern 
military base. There, he discovers young soldiers whose enthusiasm has 
been crushed by being put on the sidelines, as the drones lead the war in-
stead of them. They are consumed by boredom, hoping to be in action and 
even wounded, while the ostracized narrator defends a country that dehu-
manizes warfare in order to kill more effectively.

By thrusting us into the depths of an ideologically confused generation, 
Boris Bergmann delivers a masterful and fast-paced novel. This captivat-
ing tale, told in a lively and clever style, transports the reader on the field, 
where the ground keeps shifting.

August 2016
230 pages

Déserteur

Boris Bergmann

French sales :
Paperback (Le Livre de Poche)
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A long time script girl for the 
film and television industries, 
Barbara Constantine now de-
dicates her time to writing and 
travelling (to meet with readers 
in middle schools, high schools, 
bookshops, libraries, etc.). But 
also: spinning (on a potter’s 
wheel), planting (flowers, ve-
getables, trees, thoughts...), 
cooking (yummy vegetarian 
dishes) and laughing (with 
everyone, but mostly with her 
children and grand-children, 
whom she finds extraordinary, 
of course!).

Under the incomparable pen of Barbara Constantine, sixteen caring and 
gentle portraits of elderly people narrating the story of their lives. 

Small Portraits of Great People

8

“People of all ages I’m sure will be surprised by these pages. And yet it’s 
all true. Grandpa and Grandma have not always had white hair or bushy 
eyebrows, have not always needed walkers or false teeth. There was a time 
when they ran, laughed, played, told jokes, fooled around, had their hearts 
broken, got frustrated, scared, and acne...

Contrarily to you however, their youth was not long-lasted. Some of them 
started working at the age of 11. Yes, that was tough... And then, their ga-
mes were not your own. As kids or even teenagers, they never got iPads for 
Christmas! Computers hadn’t even been invented yet, nor video games for 
that matter. Unbelievable! There was no TV, no phones (mobile or landline), 
no running water or electricity everywhere, toilets were in a shed at the 
back of the garden, and to get to school they had to walk for miles, come 
hell or high water!

Hard to picture the life they led. Upon reading this, you’ll get an inkling. 
The texts are short, the pictures are really a trip, what’s the worst that could 
happen? That you may want to go and see them? That you may want to go 
and smack ‘em a kiss? That would be awesome. They are in such dire need 
of love...”

This book arose from a meeting between Barbara Constantine and the elderly 
people of the retirement home in her neighbourhood.  She wanted to tell their 
stories, each and every one of them. Her texts are illustrated by portraits, a 
work by Cécyl Gillet. 

March 2017
176 pages

Petits portraits 
de très grandes personnes

Barbara Constantine
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After studying literature, Jean-
Paul Malaval became a jour-
nalist, notably for the weekly 
French news magazine Le Nou-
vel Observateur, before dedi-
cating himself to literature.  He 
is the author of over 30 novels 
which have established him as 
one of the greatest observers of 
both past and present Provincial 
France. Born in Brive, he cur-
rently resides in Vars-sur-Roseix 
in Corrèze.

The 1930s.  An Italian family, named the Battistelis, settle down in a small 
village in the French department of Corrèze.  The arrival of these foreigners, 
even on a property that no-one ever wanted, half in ruins and in dire need of 
rebuilding, arouses the hostility of the neighbourhood’s residents. The Bat-
tistelis nonetheless discover a strong ally in the person of Monsieur Aristide, 
the village doctor. Around them, no one understands why such a distingui-
shed personality would take an interest in the Italians. Such benevolence 
intrigues, annoys, and irritates...the doctor is suspected of having taken one 
of the Battisteli daughters as his mistress, a woman whose beauty is fuel for 
desire. 

What is Monsieur Aristide hiding? What mysterious debt does he owe the 
Italians? Beset on all sides, the old doctor will find himself forced to reveal a 
dark and terrible secret...

Beautiful Stranger

March 2017
300 pages

F R A N C E  D E  T O U J O U R S  E T  D ’A U J O U R D ’ H U I

La belle 
étrangère

JEAN-PAUL  

MALAVAL
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La belle étrangère

Jean-Paul Malaval

French sales :
Book club (Main selection GLM)
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Miss Cyclone is Angela. A sixteen year-old Italian brunette with generous 
curves and a timid nature, whose destiny is all planned out: a few years from 
now, she will marry Nick Spoleto, the son of Coney Island carnies. 
Because Angela was raised in the impoverished projects of this legendary 
seaside resort, Coney Island, where New York flows into the sea. The district 
is cheerful and bright during the summer, with a bustling fairground, but 
dreary and ghostlike in the winter, when the carousels stop turning. Angela 
actually owes her nickname to the Cyclone, with its famous wooden roller 
coaster.

Angela has a friend, June, who is her polar opposite: slender and ethereal, 
blond, the daughter of rich and disinterested parents, who only swears by 
her freedom and independence. There is nothing that should have brought 
these two together, and yet they understand each other better than anyone. 
Even the irruptive arrival of men in their duo can do nothing to break their 
bond. There are virtually no taboos between them...or are there? Because a 
secret does lie among both friends: one that dates back to the year of 1980 
and that will irrevocably affect their lives, and lead miss Cyclone, on a fateful 
day in 2001, to have to choose her own path.

Laurence Peyrin evokes the strength and uniqueness of sisterhood and 
friendship in the most luminous manner, through four stages of the lives 
of Angela and June. Four very crucial periods that coincide with four me-
morable events in New York History (the death of John Lennon, hurricane 
Bob, the Lewinsky case, and 9/11) as dramatically reflected in the intimate 
upheavals in the young heroines’ lives.

Laurence Peyrin has been a 
newspaper reporter for the past 
twenty years. She now dedicates 
her time to writing. Her first no-
vel, La drôle de vie de Zelda Zonk 
(Published by Kero), was awar-
ded the Prix Maison de la Presse 
in 2015. Miss Cyclone is her third 
novel.

A tale of lasting friendship between two young women in New York, 
at four key moments in the life of the city that never sleeps.

March 2017
350 pages

Laurence Peyrin
Miss Cyclone

French sales :
Book club (GLM)
Paperback (Pocket)
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Born in the Puy-en-Velay, Flo-
rence Roche is the established 
author of at least a dozen no-
vels. With History fuelling her 
work and her passion, she has 
mastered to perfection the art 
of featuring strong and assertive 
characters in always carefully 
documented historical contexts. 
She lives in the Haute-Loire re-
gion.

In the 1930’s, Irene, a 19 year-old orphan, is placed as a shepherdess with 
farmers, in the Haute-Loire region of France. Her harsh peasant life is sof-
tened by the kindness of her host family, and the benevolence of a stranger 
who brings her books as she watches the herd. This unknown woman, who 
lives outside the village, has served a heavy sentence in prison. Why is she 
interest in Irene? 

Irene’s thoughts are jumbled; her head is full of questions, as she knows that 
before being abandoned, she’d lived in the region. Little by little, one thing 
becomes certain: the old doctor who says he knew her when she was little 
isn’t telling the truth. Who are her parents? From one discovery to another, 
Irene slowly inches towards a startling revelation...

The Estate’s Refugee

March 2017
300 pages

La réfugiée
du domaine

FLORENCE 

ROCHE
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F R A N C E  D E  T O U J O U R S  E T  D ’A U J O U R D ’ H U I

La réfugiée du domaine

Florence Roche

French sales :
Audio-book (CdL)
Book-club (GLM)
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SCORPI V1 Those Who Tread in the Shadows

Roxane Dambre was born in 1987 in the suburbs of Paris. Her imagination was quick to show 
her the mysteries that lurk behind the capital’s walls and from the age of 14, she decided to 
reveal them to the world through her writing. She published a number of short stories under the 
pen name Blanche Saint-Roch. Inspired by her love for chemistry and logic, she is now pursuing 
her studies in science and focusing on a degree in industrial process engineering. She continues 
to write for herself, her loved ones and for all of those who one day have dared to dream. Her 
Animae series, published under her name by the Éditions de l’épée et le Livre de poche, proved 
a great success.

 A souped-up love story in the supernatural-tinged city of Paris

During one of those summer storms for which only Paris has the secret, young Char-
lotte discovers a small boy nestled at the foot of her building, his dark hair dripping 
with water and his shirt plastered from the rain. Charlotte, the picture of kindness, 
offers him safe harbour until it eases. Once there, the child starts telling her the most 
appalling story: his parents and brother are “creatures of the shadows”, hired assassins 
with supernatural powers, baptised the Scorpi. He himself, Elias, is an apprentice. And 
his catchphrase seems to be: “Do you want me to kill him? ” Charlotte does not believe 
a word he’s saying, at first. But soon after, she discovers an older version of Elias in 
her living room, a tall twenty-five year-old with dark brown hair and startling ultrama-
rine blue eyes. Adam, the older brother, has just entered her life, which is about to be 
turned into a wild and crazy ride. How would you react if you were twenty three man? 
so tell me, Are you ready to follow those who tread in the shadows? 

October 2016
378 pages

Scorpi  T1 - Ceux qui marchent dans les ombres

Roxane Dambre

French sales :
Paperback (Le Livre 
de Poche)
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SCORPI V2  Those Who Live in Hiding

Life with the Scorpis is tantamount to romance, humour and danger

Since she started living in the Scorpi manor, Charlotte has been discovering a whole 
new world. If it had just been her fiancé, Adam, and his peculiar family of hired assas-
sins, especially his incredible little brother Elias, her days would’ve been full enough. 
But then that would’ve been without counting all of the other magical creatures en-
deavouring to act normal around her just to make her happy...and unerringly failing 
at one point or another. Charlotte doesn’t know whether she should be trembling or 
laughing any more, but she adores every one of them!
And yet, one September day, her new life plunges into horror. A man, known as the 
Hunter, has undertaken to track and eliminate all of the creatures. Adam himself fears 
him and is forced into hiding. Charlotte is their only hope, the man will not harm her 
as she is human. But her being human is precisely her failing, as she is the weakest one 
to act. 
A long long time ago, Charlotte heard that legends always arise from a misunderstan-
ding. Will this turn out to be true?

French sales :
Paperback (Le Livre 
de Poche)

October 2016
416 pages

Scopri  T2 - Ceux qui vivent cachés
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French sales :
Paperback (Le Livre 
de Poche)

SCORPI V3 Those Who Bring the Masks Down
Scopri  T3 - Ceux qui tombent les masques

November 2016
 416 pages 

A dazzling finale!

One week in Venice with her best friend, a flight on a private jet and a room with a view 
of Saint Mark’s Square...
Too good to be true? Charlotte should probably have known better...
Instead of an idyllic holiday in one the world’s most beautiful cities, she finds herself 
tracking a mortal enemy of the Scorpi, another Hunter. Assisted by a strange creature 
hidden in the canals of Venice, Charlotte fulfils her mission only to find out that the 
Hunter is far from being alone! All of the families from the shadows start converging 
towards Venice to wage battle, sending their best killers, each more terrifying than 
the other...the worst being her own in-laws.
Thankfully, Charlotte can always count on Adam, more and more in love with her and 
increasingly awkward, on his younger brother Elias, so cute that you’d forget how 
dangerous he is, and not forgetting Kibble, the happiest dog on Earth, set to become 
without a doubt one of the heroes of this adventure... 
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March 2017
290 pages

Alfred Lenglet was director 
of the French “RG” (Special 
Branch) in the Saône-et-Loire 
department, and director of pu-
blic safety in the department of 
Haute-Loire. Superintendent, he 
is currently head of department 
in Lyon.

Léa Ribaucourt, police captain, is being transferred to Lyon. True to criminal 
brigade tradition, the newcomer is entrusted with an unsolved case. This 
one concerns a murder dating back to the previous year. The victim, a young 
offender, was shot with a 22 Long rifle at the foot of a housing project in 
Bron.
 
Léa throws herself whole heartedly into the investigation but quickly beco-
mes disillusioned: no new leads arise from her own enquiries. As she starts 
to fear that her new duties will be tainted by failure, a new event rekindles 
the case: one year later to the day, a new murder, identical in every respect 
to the one in Bron. Léa regains hope. Little does she know about the killer’s 
harmful drive...and what he might do when she flushes him out.

A Time of Hatred 
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Alfred Lenglet

Temps de haine

Temps 
de haine

ALFRED 

LENGLET
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Arising from the Parisian un-
derground rock scene, Franco 
Mannara, author, composer, 
performer, fiddler and acoustic 
destroyer has pursued an aty-
pical and iconoclastic career, 
driven by his curiosity and thirst 
for new experiences. Founder 
of the Spoke Orchestra group 
which gives performances 
across France, Franco Manna-
ra’s first crime novel is deeply 
inspired by the musical world he 
has created.

Paolo, an underground rock guitarist living in Paris’ last genuine wor-
king-class district, the Goutte-d’Or, is in a really tight jam: he’s borrowed 
money from a couple of kingpins in his neighbourhood and has no way of 
paying them back, despite their increasingly violent threats. Luckily for him, 
a golden opportunity arises: shadowing people for a private detective. And 
so Paolo finds himself tailing Birdy, a wealthy young woman who’s given 
everything up to live with squatters. Her family is crazy with worry. Paolo is 
horrified to discover that Birdy is leading an even darker and more destruc-
tive life than appearances suggest. 

Against this backdrop, a sanitary crisis explodes. On their way home from 
a party, dozens of kids perish after taking a new blue pill that is all the rage.  
Inspector Ibanez, of Gypsy descent, is in charge of the investigation. Pretty 
soon, everyone’s fighting over this new drug, this “Russian roulette” that is 
giving rise to the most disturbing underground parties. Birdy is part of all 
this, and in turn Paolo finds himself dragged into a dark and hidden world of 
sexual debauchery whose reins are being pulled by small groups of violently 
radical idealists. Ibanez has the intuition that Paolo can help him close the 
case. The musician’s mission takes on a whole new pace as he struggles to 
put to an end to the ravages of a drug targeting French youth.

From the slums of Paris to its backrooms, My name is Birdy takes you on a 
shocking journey through the nether worlds of Parisian nights and fascist 
networks, with a clear-sighted and provocative scenario that has you terri-
fied and holding your breath all at once. 

Not for the faint hearted: A new explosive author well on his way to 
shake up French crime fiction!

March 2017
380 pages

Je m’appelle Birdy
My Name is Birdy

Franco Mannara
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René Manzor is a scriptwriter, di-
rector, and author. With his third 
novel, René Manzor has estab-
lished himself as one of France’s 
leading thriller writers. He was 
awarded the Prix Polar du Meil-
leur Roman Francophone at the 
Festival de Cognac for Celui dont 
le nom n’est plus (Kero, 2014). His 
first novel, Les âmes rivales, was 
published in 2012.

A mysterious serial killer kidnaps children and murders their parents, 
leaving behind him cryptic voodoo symbols. A breathtaking hunt 
down signed by France’s most exciting new thriller writer

The Fog of Evil

Tom’s mother is dead, and Tom has disappeared. And so have John, Mi-
chael, and Lily. In each of these cases, a child is kidnapped and their mother 
is killed. Dahlia Rhymes, an FBI agent specialized in crimes involving the oc-
cult, has wormed her way into the investigation. Tom is her nephew but she 
has never met him, having cut ties with her family twenty years ago. Now, 
this tragedy has brought her back to the ominous fog of her native North 
Carolina. When she returns to the familiar marshes and oak trees, she also 
gets back in touch with Nathan Miller, a former street kid who has become 
one of Charleston’s best cops. Together, they embark upon the search for 
the missing children. They only have one clue to go on: the shaky testimony 
of a young neighbor, who claims that Tom was the victim of a voodoo curse. 
He saw a shadduh prowl around his house, a shadow that might have en-
gulfed these children forever… 

Dans les brumes du mal

René Manzor

October 2016
300 pages

Prix Polar 2014 du Meilleur Roman Francophone - 
Festival de Cognac for  
Celui dont le nom n’est plus (Kero, 2014).

French sales :
Paperback (Pocket)
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Behind Closed Doors

Weary of all of the “ides”, the homicides, the matricides, the suicides...that 
made up his life for the better part of twenty years, superintendent  Amaury 
Marsac comes close to killing the culprit of an umpteenth infanticide with 
his bare hands. This time he wants to put an end to it all, Major Crimes, Pa-
ris, the whole life of Evil and darkness that he’s plunged into since way back 
when. But his boss has other ideas and tells him to step back, take a break 
and think things over for a week, far from his desk. 

And so he goes, back to his sources and the village of his youth, a land of 
green hedges shrouded in mist. But on the day of his arrival, as he debates 
whether or not he should reach out to Elsa, the childhood sweetheart he 
hasn’t seen in ten years, an old woman is found dead in her ramshackle 
house. This woman, Marianne, is one of the benevolent souls who watched 
over him in youth, who let him play for hours on end in her backyard and 
garden. Marianne’s throat has been slit and her hair shaved off. 

Horrified, Marsac makes it clear he wants in on the investigation. In a place 
where nothing is as it seems, where rural fantasy readily slips away and 
turns into dark magic, he finds himself once more drawn behind the scenes 
of the human soul. From where one does not come out unscathed.
In a mix of amorous throes and superstition, of unforgiving landscapes and 
unhealed scars from childhood and History, this first instalment of the ad-
ventures of superintendent Marsac flirts with the secret follies of men and 
plays a heartbreakingly wrenching melody.  

Elsa Roch has been writing since 
childhood, poetry first and fore-
most. In her teens, she met the 
person who would change her 
life, Salomé, a 3 year-old girl with 
autism whom she would take 
care of during all of her free time. 
It is this experience that brought 
on her first calling and led her to 
become a psychiatrist, specia-
lized in autistic, adolescence and 
addiction disorders.  She kept 
writing on the side but started 
feeling limited by what she could 
achieve in poetry, wanting to 
explore the shortcomings of 
mankind, one by one, in a diffe-
rent way... Discovering Lehane, 
James Lee Burke, Fred Vargas...
proved a turning point, and she 
turned her writing towards mys-
tery novels. “This world is my 
own. It concentrates everything. 
Life, love, death.” She lives near 
Grenoble.

«I don’t belive in luck. Nor in maledictions. Otherwise, I wouldn’t be 
a cop.» - Amaury Marsac

February 2017
300 pages

Ce qui se dit la nuit

Elsa Roch 

French sales :
Paperback edition (Le Livre de Poche)
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January 2016. The Headmistress of an elementary school in the suburbs of 
Paris is found murdered in her office. In a city bruised by the terrorist attacks 
of that winter, the subject of schools is a highly sensitive one... Major Crimes 
sends in deputy police commander Tomar Khan, chief of section 3, nickna-
med the Pitbull and known for feeling strongly about violence against wo-
men.
 
At first glance, the case seems simple, to be “closed in 24h” according to 
one of the first detectives on scene, and yet the many demons that haunt 
Tomar have at least one advantage: he has developed an uncanny instinct 
for detecting a story that has more than meets the eye. And he immediately 
gets that the pure violence of this murder is just a false pretence.
 
While investigating with his unit from Major Crimes, his life takes a very dark 
turn. To begin with, he learns that the body of a repeat rapist well known to 
him has been found in the Bois de Boulogne... The last time he’d seen him, 
in that same park, the Bob in question had been pretty banged up from a 
beating that he himself had given him, but alive.  Tomar is going to have 
make sure that this can’t be traced back to him. And then, on the same day, 
the thing that he’d been dreading for over twenty years finally happens: the 
man that he sends money to every single year to stay away from his mother 
and his brother reappears, with foolproof blackmailing material. 
In other words, a painful start to the New Year for Tomar, stuck between 
raging internal battles and open conflicts.

Toxic

 Some people like to come into your life, some, to exercise their 
power over you, and others to seduce you in order to destroy you. 
They are the toxic ones.

January 2017
304 pages

French sales :
Book-club edition (GLM)
Paperback (Le Livre de 
Poche)

Foreign sales: 
Piper Verlag (German) 

Toxique

Niko Tackian

Born in 1973, Niko Tackian is a 
French screenwriter, director 
and novelist. His work in the 
audiovisual landscape has been 
honoured on numerous occa-
sions, with among others the 
Best Fiction Award at the Festi-
val de La Rochelle 2009, the Best 
Movie Award at the POM Festi-
val (Toronto) 2010, and the Best 
Movie Award at the ARPA Festi-
val 2012, in LA. He received the 
libraries’ people’s choice Thriller 
Award at the Cognac Thriller 
Festival (Festival Polar de Co-
gnac), bestowed by 80 readers. 
He lives in Paris.
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What is to become of a young girl from Gaza growing up in the shadows of 
an uncle whose role in the Hamas security forces is of utmost importance 
and to whom she is vehemently opposed? 
  
What is to become of her when Israeli soldiers barge into her home in the 
heart of darkness to force her grandfather and other old men outside in 
their pyjamas to clean up the graffiti left on the walls by the local youth? 
  
What is to become of her with a father who is a Muslim and a liberal, and 
who has a passion for books, a compassionate grandfather who hides her 
under his quilt, in a society ruled by imprisonment, corruption and male 
chauvinism - yet also by remarkable humanity? 
  
She writes to clear out this excess of contradictory feelings, she paints in 
tones both solemn and bright and etches the sensual portrait of a birth 
country that she passionately loved, and which over time became a caul-
dron of wars and fundamentalism. 
  
A writer, that is what she becomes.

A Rebel in Gaza

Asmaa Alghoul was born in 1982 
in Rafah, in a Palestinian refugee 
camp south of the Gaza Strip. She 
is a regular contributor to the Mo-
nitor, a news site that covers cur-
rent events in the Middle East.
Sélim Nassib, born in Beirut in 
1946, has been living in France since 
the beginning of the 70s. A long 
time correspondent for the French 
newspaper Libération, he put his 
Arab and Jewish roots to good use 
in his apprehension of the com-
plex issues in the Middle East. He 
is also the author of the novel Un 
amant en Palestine (Robert Laffont). 

Foreign sales: 
AST (Russian) 

November 2016
240 pages

L’Insoumise de Gaza

Asmaa Alghoul & Sélim Nassib
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The world we live in today can best be described as the American “empire”, 
where globalisation is no more than its economic expression. Global free 
trade, implemented as an official doctrine in 1946 by the Bretton Woods 
institutions, was adorned with all virtues due to the understanding that, 
by stimulating international trade, it would benefit everyone. “A rising tide 
raises all boats”, as the saying went used in support of this view. 
 The American “empire” thus shaped the world, whilst weakening the states 
from which it co-opted the elite at the expense of the remaining popula-
tions who saw an increase in inequality; and drawing an invisible economic 
border at the heart of the nations, invisible yet very real, between the sys-
tem’s winners and losers. 

The outcome: the contestation, if not the anger, of the people raging 
against this international system, which they regard as an “elite club”. After 
Brexit and the election of Donald Trump, the American utopia of a “happy 
globalisation” has been brutally confronted with the prospect of rejection, 
barely thirty years after the demise of communist ideology.
Under the pressure of the “empire”, the weakening of the national state has 
withal become a patent fact. The French national “malaise”, which directly 
impinges on politics, bears witness to this only too well. 
We have now entered a period of profound crisis, which calls into question 
not only an international system which was founded on free trade, but also 
our entire understanding of the State. It isn’t too late, but time is of the 
essence. The indications of revolt should draw the Western leaders’ atten-
tion on the urgent need to correct the impacts of globalisation on Western 
populations, and remind them of a fact that they’ve been quick to forget: 
these populations are also composed of voters!  

Fouad Khoury-Helou is a 47 
year-old Franco-Lebanese eco-
nomist and business manager. 
His book L’Amérique et le Moyen 
Orient was published by the Edi-
tions Hermann in 2015.

Globalisation: The Death of an Utopia

March 2017
256 pages

Mondialisation: la mort d’une utopie

Fouad Khoury-Helou
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Cécile Pivot is a journalist who 
gladly partakes in regular incur-
sions into the world of writing.

As Usual is a mother’s love letter, Cécile, to her 22 year-old son, Antoine, 
telling the story of their life together. From an incomprehensible early 
childhood when Cécile knew something was wrong but never managed to 
be heard, to the day those words “autistic disorder” were, finally, laid out 
by the doctor, and on to the life that followed the diagnosis, with all of its 
mistakes, its pleasures, its bouts of anger and fits of laughter. Cécile Pivot 
speaks, in clips and through some of the most memorable moments of their 
common history, of what it’s like to be, not just the mother of an autistic 
child, but also a woman, and an active one at that, and the mother of other 
children, of what it’s like to love a child when it’s so hard to live together. 
This story is one that Cécile has held close to her heart for a long time: she 
started taking notes from the very first years of Antoine’s life, and then, 
from those scattered fragments, she decided last year to draw the essence 
for this book. 

More than just a testimony, As Usual is a text whose literary prowess only 
serves to enhance the emotion stirred in us by the tale, without ever insis-
ting on it. A vibrant book.

As Usual

 February 2017 
230 pages

Comme d’habitude

Cécile Pivot

Comme
d’habitude

« Tu es né autiste et, oui, 
c’est vraiment difficile de vivre avec toi.
Mais ce que j’ai appris avec les années, Antoine,
c’est qu’il est encore plus difficile pour toi 
de vivre avec nous. » 

Cécile Pivot
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French Sales: 
Paperback (Le Livre de 
Poche)
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 “We are for humanity the lookouts of the future.” Zysman Wenig to 
his wife Khayè
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Letters to Khayè

 On May 14th, 1941, the first mass round-up of Jews took place in Paris, un-
der the name of “La Rafle du Billet vert”. 1 700 people were arrested and 
sent to the internment camps of Pithiviers, in the Loiret. Amongst them, 
Zysman Wenig. This young Jewish tailor of Polish origin spent more than 
a year in total ignorance of the fate that had befallen him... before being 
deported to Auschwitz.

Throughout the duration of his captivity on French soil, Zysman writes to 
Khayè, his wife, his “dear shining soul”, as well as to other family members. 
Aside from this series of censored missives written in French, he also sends, 
unbeknownst to the authorities, clandestine letters written in Yiddish. In 
them, he proclaims the all-consuming love he feels for his wife and des-
cribes his daily life, his desires and hopes...Tirelessly, with each turn of a 
page, he tries to convey to his wife his unrelenting will to live, his determi-
nation and his courage. 

Zysman does not for all that lull his reader into false illusions: his letters 
are criss-crossed with harrowing flashes of lucidity, where he senses all of 
the horror and the scale of the nazi’s extermination plan gradually being 
implemented around him. As does Khayè’s testimony, which comes after 
the letters in the second part of the book. After being hospitalized at the 
Salpêtrière in Paris in 1942, Khayè addresses a short text to her children 
and to future generations, astonishingly acute and clairvoyant, in which she 
establishes a link between the intimate, humane letters written by Zysman 
and our era, inscribing the work in an unsettling modernity.

January 2017
300 pages

Lettres à Khayè

Zysman Wenig

Zysman Wenig was 28 years 
old when he was deported. His 
letters, far from being a simple 
testimony, tell the story of a man 
whose life was an epic journey. 
Deported to Auschwitz in 1942, 
he survived the war and was reu-
nited with his wife and children 
in Paris in 1945. He died at the 
age of 101.
Khayè Wenig, very shaken by 
all of the hardships suffered 
(her husband’s deportation and 
the disappearance of many 
members of her family) com-
mitted suicide by gas on Februa-
ry 28th, 1949. She hid Zysman’s 
letters all throughout the war in 
their apartment rue du Temple, 
in Paris. 
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March 2017
340 pages

Frédéric Pons is a journalist 
and author, international cor-
respondent specialized in the 
Middle East. He is a profes-
sor at Ecole de Saint-Cyr and a 
member of the Académie des 
Sciences d’outre-mer. 

LE 
MARTYRE 
DES CHRETIENS 
D’ORIENT
Portraits et témoignages

FRÉDÉRIC
PONS

FRÉDÉRIC
PONS

FRÉDÉRIC
PONS

 In Iraq and Syria, the ordeal of Middle Eastern Christians is the first geno-
cide of the 21st century. This unsettling book confirms this through poi-
gnant testimonies and vivid descriptions of religious minorities who are 
confronted with the brutality of ISIS and other Islamist groups. 

To keep a record of this, which could also one day perhaps be used in an 
investigation by an international court of justice, the author gives a voice 
to those who were forced to leave their country without ever hoping to go 
back and who have lost everything, except their faith. Most have been dis-
placed within their country or are refugees in a neighboring country, some 
are exiled in places where they are not necessarily welcomed. Farm wor-
kers and academics alike confide and share their pain: daily discriminations, 
child abductions, looting, mass killings, women and young girls kidnapped, 
raped, and sold, as well as the destruction of religious buildings and millen-
nia-old antiques. 

This Black Book on persecution recounts their martyrdom and examines 
the responsibility of the international community: Europe’s blindness or cri-
minal indifference, the United State’s ambiguous position, and other coun-
tries’ proven complicity in the expansion of Jihad in the West.

The Martyrdom of  
Middle Eastern Christians 
Portraits and testimonies

Le martyre des chrétiens d’Orient 
Portraits et Témoignages

Frédéric Pons 
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April 2016
328  pages

Che, My Brother

Juan Martin Guevara is 71 
and lives in Mataderos, a wor-
king-class neighborhood of Bue-
nos Aires. He spent eight years 
in prison, condemned by the 
military junta for his association 
with the Frente Antiimperialista 
y por el Socialismo and his re-
lationship to Che. He recently 
founded the non-profit organi-
zation «Por las huellas del Che» 
(In the Footsteps of Che).
 
Armelle Vincent is a journa-
list based in Los Angeles. She 
writes for the Point and Figaro. 
Her close acquaintance with 
Che Guevara’s youngest brother 
dates from July 2007, when she 
traveled to Buenos Aires for the 
French magazine L’Amateur de 
cigare to interview Juan Martin 
Guevara.

Juan Martin Guevara is Ernesto “Che” Guevera’s youngest brother, fifteen 
years his junior. At the time of Che’s death in the Bolivian maquis on Octo-
ber 9th, 1967, he and his siblings formed an unspoken agreement never 
to share memories of their deceased brother outside of the Guevara family 
clan. For nearly half a century, Juan Martin has maintained the silence, 
though faithfully dogged by his brother’s shadow from Buenos Aires, where 
he lives, to Havana, where he has made regular visits since 1959.  
Juan Martin today feels bound to speak out, to “share what he knows of his 
brother” before it is too late. 

In an unprecedented biography, we are invited into the Guevara family 
fold. We discover a close-knit and bohemian clan of five siblings, raised by 
a couple of eccentric and upper middle-class Argentinians, Ernesto Guevara 
and Celia de La Serna. Guevara senior is portrayed as a colorful character, a 
quirky man of various professions, minus the qualifications, who, in theory, 
did not share his son’s revolutionary ideas. Guevara’s mother is seen as a ca-
pable and courageous woman, a Francophile and a fervent admirer of gue-
rilla warfare. Arrested in April 1963, after a six month stay in Cuba, Europe 
and Brazil, she would be the family’s first political prisoner. Juan Martin des-
cribes Ernesto’s relationships with his siblings and parents alike, showing 
how, each in its own way, would contribute to the Comandante’s emotional 
and political awakening. We discover Che, the caring, protective and darkly 
humorous elder brother ever ready to play tricks and to go on jaunts, and 
Che the political leader during a crisis, in Cuba, in 1959, when Juan Martin 
spent two months at his brother’s side. And of course there is Che the idea-
list, the impromptu vagabond and the explorer, drifting with the wind in 
search of adventure.

Juan Martin also gives us the story of his own political struggles during the 
Years of Lead in Argentina, including eight years spent in prison for his po-
litical activities and his relationship to Che. He also tells of Che’s children, 
living in the shadow of their father, the myth, and sheds light on Cuba today 
and, in particular, the political and spiritual heritage of el Che.

Mon frère, le Che

Juan Martin Guevara & Armelle Vincent

This book has a photographic section

French sales: 
Paperback (Le Livre de Poche)

Foreign sales: 
Alianza (Spanish Worldwide) 
Can Yayinlari (Turkish)
Centre Culturel Arabe (Arabic)
Epocha (Czech)

Eskmo (Russian) 
Giunti (Italian) 
Hongkik Publishing (Korean)
Klett-Cotta (German) 
Objectiva (Portuguese-Portugal)
Polity Press (English Worldwide)   
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 August 2015
412 p.

Anouar Benmalek was born in Casablanca in 1956. Novelist, journalist and 
poet, he is one of the founders of the Algerian Committee Against Torture. 
His acerbic pen makes him one of the most important figures of Algerian 
literature today. A prolific author, he has been awarded numerous literary 
prizes for his books Les Amants désunis (Calmann-Lévy, 1998), L’Enfant du 
peuple ancien (Pauvert, 2000), Le Rapt (Fayard, 2009).

Fils du Shéol
Child of Sheol

It all starts with young Karl. In the suffocating heat of the cattle car taking him to a 
concentration camp, he encounters the love of his life, Helena. But as soon as the 
convoy reaches its destination, Karl is gassed. From Sheol, a place of darkness resem-
bling limbo, he is condemned to witness the misery of his loved ones, incapable of 
averting catastrophe.
Manfred is a Sonderkommando. From the depths of his hell on earth, he recalls the 
radiance of bygone days, above all those spent with Elisa, his beloved wife. Years ago 
they met in Algeria and fell madly in love. He married her and brought her back to 
Berlin, where she gave him a son: Karl. Manfred’s father, Ludwig, lived with them, and 
spent most of his time telling the stories of his youth in the German Army in West Afri-
ca to his grandson. Nostalgic about those days, Ludwig kept a few trinkets, cherishing 
the most an old photograph portraying him and a mysterious woman. From his final 
resting place, the Sheol, Karl will follow the tribulations of his grandfather in the for-
mer colony, and those of his true love, Hitjiverwe, a Herero beauty whose terrible fate 
tolls a dire warning for generations to come.Poland in 1940 back to Namibia in 1900, 
throughout three generations, marked by three love stories and two genocides,Child 
of Sheol explores the origins of evil.

French sales:
Paperback (Le Livre de Poche)

Foreign sales: 
Editions Sedia (Arabic) 
Luchterhand verlag (German)
Graywolf Press (English - USA) 
Psichogios (Greek)  
Tammi Publishers (Finnish)
The Harvill Press (English - UK) 

August 1998
339 p. 

Les amants désunis
The Lovers of Algeria

In Alger’s cemetery, an elderly woman is wandering desperately among the graves, in 
search for two names: Medhi and Myriem, her children, slaughtered by FLN fighters. 
Their father Nassredine, was thought to be a traitor. From this Algerian husband, Anna, 
a swiss citizen, has nothing left but a wedding band, together with the memories of 
their great love, interrupted. 
After forty years away, Anna returns to Alger and sends a telegram to Nassreddine, 
asking him to meet her in his village of birth. 
But Anna, a foreigner, needs an ally to navigate through Algeria. She meets the nine-
year-old Jallal who survives by selling peanuts and cigarettes on the street. Oddly, he 
agrees to Anna’s request: go to the mountains with her, as a translator, so she can find 
her lost lover and pray over the graves of their murdered children. 
Their journey is dangerous: Anna and Jallal are abducted by a group of soldiers of Allah. 
Will Nassdreddine succeed in rescuing Anna, before her destiny gets severed by the 
blade of a knife?

Anouar Benmalek

Foreign sale: 
Casbah Editions (French language, Algeria)
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Les ruchers de la colère
The Wrath of the Beehive

May 2015
288 p.

French sales: 
Paperback 

(Le Livre de Poche) 
Large-print edition 

(Libra Diffusio)
Condensed edition 

(Séléction du Reader’s 
Digest)

Gautier lives on an old farm in a remote 
corner of the Cantal region. His wife, Na-
thalie, heiress to a wealthy family, left 
him years ago and moved to New York 
with their two children, thirteen-year-
old Mélissa and ten-year-old Thomas. 
Since then, Gautier has devoted himself 
to his only passion: beekeeping. The re-
putation of his honey now extends well 
beyond the borders of Auvergne. 
His quiet life changes dramatically when 
his wife is found stabbed to death in a 
parking lot in Clermont-Ferrand. What 
was Nathalie doing in France? Recently 
hired by a powerful American supplier of 
beehives, Probee, Nathalie had no rea-
son to be there.  As an active detractor 
of Probee’s fraudulent practices, Gautier 
soon becomes the police’s number one 
suspect. Could an argument between 
spouses have gone wrong?
Overnight, Gautier regains custody of his 
two children, with whom he has hardly 
been in contact for the past eight years. 

Life on the family farm, deep in the heart 
of rural Cantal, is tough on the two pre-
teens, used to the comfort and ease of 
city life.  Meanwhile, his sister-in law Ma-
deline, exceptionally wealthy and newly 
established in a nearby estate, disputes 
the custody decision. 
To make matters worse, Gautier’s re-
lentless activism for organic honey has 
won him a number of enemies among 
less discriminating beekeepers eager to 
see him convicted of murder. Joséfa, his 
housekeeper and friend will quickly bond 
with his two children. With help, Gautier 
sets out to prove his innocence. Sharper 
than the detective in charge of the inves-
tigation, Inspecteur Laborie, Joséfa will 
unmask the killer. The motive, it turns 
out, has nothing to do with Gautier’s 
environmental activism. Nathalie and 
Madeline had a third sister, Marge, who 
would have done anything to get her 
hands on the entire family fortune. But 
Marge is nowhere  to be found... 

Sylvie Baron

March 2016
280 p.

L’auberge du pont de Tréboul

In Tréboul, in the region of Cantal, life came to a stop in 1934 when the hamlet was 
flooded by the waters of the Sarrans Dam. Every 40 years the artificial lake is emptied 
for maintenance, to reveal the ruins of the past…
These days, the locals like to gather at the Inn at Tréboul Bridge, run by the Costeirac 
sisters: Marthe, the boss, Patience the artist, and Jeanne, the young tormented mo-
ther. The sisters have a new regular customer, the recently-certified Dr. Jarod Habissa. 
The young man is black, single and in the area for three months, hired to replace Dr. 
Couderc, the victim of a strange accident that looks like attempted murder.

As the disturbing rumors about Dr. Couderc’s accident continue to spread, a hiker 
suddenly disappears. Dr. Habissa, who in the meantime has fallen for Patience, joins 
the search. Little does he suspect that the ghost town will turn out to be a terrifying 
trap…

Sylvie Baron is an associate professor of economics and the author of se-
veral economics textbooks for Hachette. In 2009 she began writing novels, 
inspired by authors such as Agatha Christie, Patricia Wentworth and Patricia 
MacDonald.

French sales:
Large-print edition 
(Libra Diffusio)

The Inn at Tréboul Bridge
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August 2014 
384 p.

French sales: 
Paperback (Le Livre de 
Poche)
 Book-club edition  
(Main Selection GLM & 
France Loisirs )
Large-print edition 
(Feryane) 
Audio-book edition 
(CdL)

The novel’s narrative drive built around the interconnecting lives of two characters 
– an Italian proletarian and the daughter of the Provence bourgeoisie – from oppo-
sing walks of life but united by fate in their shared quest for dignity and freedom.

The 1860s, the Luberon. Having had enough of his father’s humiliations, Loren-
zo, a collier from the Piedmont region, leaves his family and takes to the road. 
He returns a few years later, now a journeyman carpenter proud of his exper-
tise, to learn that his mother has died. He hopes for a reconciliation with his 
father but is in for a rude awakening: on the day of his second marriage, his father 
curses him, calling him the bastard child of an adulteress and the village priest…
Lorenzo takes to the road once more, haunted by the mystery surrounding his birth. A 
staunch believer in justice and freedom, he will return to the region of his childhood only 
after a good number of struggles and dramas. In Roussillon, the region’s ochre-colored 
capital, fate will bring him together with Virginie, a liberated school teacher and the heir 
to an ochre pigment mining dynasty. He continues to harbor secret hopes of one day 
discovering the truth of his origins, in this land of blood-red and golden-yellow clay…

Le fils maudit

The Accursed Son

Former teacher, Françoise Bourdon is a writer with a passion for history and 
literature. Her most recent novels, set in Provence, her region of adoption, 
explore the lives and trades of bygone eras, in memory of her great-grand-
father, compagnon du Tour de France and builder. 

Françoise Bourdon

August 2015
496 p.

French sales: 
Paperback (Le Livre de Poche) 
Book-club edition (GLM & France Loisirs) 
Large-print edition (Feryane)

The Cevennes, in the late 17th century. Elie and his wife Jeanne, live in Jericho, the 
lands handed down by the Bragant family from generation to generation. With the 
Revocation of the Edict of Nantes in 1685, this Protestant family is shaken to its core. 
Hounded, persecuted and harassed by the King’s Dragons, with no possible recourse 
against the arbitrary royal decree, the only options are recanting, fleeing, or taking up 
arms alongside the Camisards.
The family is separated. Three Bragant women will each embody an aspect of rebel-
lion: Léah refuses to give in to abuse and coercion; Esther flees the convent where 
she has been cloistered for fifteen years; while Suzanne devotes her life to advocate 
for tolerance. As their stories unfold, the reader will encounter a host of characters: 
Huguenots, missionaries, itinerant actors, Camisards, convicts, inspired prophets and 
“pastors of refuge.” In spite of their many trials and tribulations, the descendants of 
Elie and Jeanne will never stop dreaming of one day returning to Jericho. 

Les sentiers de l’ exil
Paths of Exile
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Le pacte du silence
The Pact of Silence

 August 2016
378 p.

French sales: 
Paperback edition 
(Editions Leduc.S)
Book-club  edition 
(France Loisirs - Avant-première) 
Large-print edition (Feryane)

More than 130.000 copies sold of the book-club edition

Lies, jealousy, blackmail, and family drama in the world of French  
porcelain manufacturers. During a party with family, friends, and business partners 
of the prestigious Astier porcelain manufacturer, the secret that Elisabeth has been 
closely hiding for the last 24 years is revealed. Her ex-husband, François, did not dis-
appear as she has always claimed: he was sent to prison. Elisabeth, a dynamic and au-
thoritative woman in her 50s, who took over the family business navigating it success-
fully through modernity, all the while raising her son, Louis, alone, suddenly sees her 
world crumble. Louis, despite his admiration and unconditional love for her, cannot 
understand why she would let his father go and never reveal the truth. These revela-
tions force her to promise Louis that she will track down his father, who has been re-
leased from prison. She will also disclose to him the crimes that François was accused 
of, and why he never tried to contact them. And while Elisabeth looks for answers to 
her son’s questions, she discovers that she herself has been manipulated and lied to 
over the years.

August 2015
382 p.

French sales: 
Book-club edition (GLM  
& France Loisirs )
Large-print edition 
(Feryane)

The Reminiscence of Angels
La mémoire des anges

Bordeaux native Martine Delomme is deeply attached to her region. After 
working as a wine entrepreneur promoting local winegrowers abroad, she 
founded the magazine France-Export. Today she devotes herself fulltime to 
her second passion: writing. Her debut novel, Un été d’ombre et de lumière, 
(Editions De Borée, 2009) was an instant bestseller. She went on to publish 
two novels with Belfond, Retour aux Alizés (2011) and Eaux noires (2012). 

Born into a prominent family of cognac producers, Mauve, interpreter in Brussels, 
returns to Château de Bassan to attend the funeral of her sister, Véronique, who has 
committed suicide. The reception is everything but warm. Twelve years before, Mauve 
had cut off all ties with her family when David, her lover, broke their engagement to 
marry her sister. A few days after the funeral, David informs her of the vineyard’s diffi-
cult situation: it is on the verge of bankruptcy. He asks her to support his intention to 
sell the estate against the will of the rest of the family, but dies in a sudden accident.
To her utter amazement, Véronique and David had chosen Mauve to be the legal guar-
dian of their two children, now orphaned. Mauve has also inherited a majority share in 
the family business her grandfather had always tried to keep her out of. But her aunt 
Paule, a cantankerous old woman who rules the estate with a firm hand, does not in-
tend to make things easy. To protect her nephews’ inheritance, however, Mauve has no 
other choice but to save the family business. 
Mauve decides to stay as long as it takes to find a solution, though she plans to re-
turn to Brussels as soon as possible, where she and her boyfriend, Liang, are happily 
settled. Her absence is a strain on their relationship, however. How long will Liang be 
able to put up with their separation? Then there is Anthony, her boyfriend from high 
school, who is eager to redistribute the cards, in his favor… With no one but herself to 
count on, Mauve decides to fight for the estate and protect the children’s future. While 
tackling the open hostility of some members of her family, she discovers a dark secret 
regarding her own childhood that will forever change her life. 

Martine Delomme

Option film: Tv series Flach Film Production
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Frédérick d’Onaglia’s 
attachment to Provence 
dates to his childhood, 
when his maternal grand-
mother told him stories 
about this land of con-
trasts, with its strong 
identity, history, way of 
life, traditions, cultures… 
The subject matter has 
inspired his books, and se-
duced a growing number 
of readers. 

Gabrielle leads a happy life in a small village at the foot of the mountains. 
With the help of her second husband, Selim, they manage Lou Triadou, 
vineyards that belong to the renowned Montauban estate. The owner of 
the castle, Victoire de Montauban, who was once their fiercest enemy, 
has sided with them, and together they cultivate excellence.  

When Gabrielle is elected president of the winegrowers association, Vic-
toire’s grandson Maxime is unhappy with her appointment. For years, 
they have not seen eye to eye when it comes to business strategy. Up 
until now, the young man has kept things polite, but he is less than en-
chanted when Gabrielle unveils her development projects. Maxime inter-
prets his grandmother’s silence as a disavowal, and feels the need to take 
matters into his own hands. He sets up an independent cooperative and 
convinces other winemakers to join. The two cooperatives embark on a 
ruthless competition, until the day they discover an adulterated bottle in 
the castle’s wine cellar. It is accompanied with an anonymous message 
announcing that there will be more. Amid this tense climate, a murder is 
committed and the entire winemaker community becomes increasingly 
frightened. 

Un été à Lou Triadou
A Summer at Lou Triadou
Frédérick D’Onaglia

D’infinies promesses
Eternal Promises

September 2015
382 p.

French sales: 
Book-club edition 
(GLM)
Audio-book edition 
(CdL)
Large-print edition 
(Libra Diffusio)
Condensed edition 
(Séléction du Reader’s 
Digest)

Bruges, 1430. The Burgundian Court. At the fabulous wedding festivities of Philippe 
the Good and Isabella of Portugal, the young manuscript illuminator, Naëlle du Hes-
din, and the nobleman Thibault de Ghiselin only have eyes for each other. A romance 
between the two is out of the question, however: Thibault is married, though against 
his will, and has sworn fidelity to his wife.
Then Naëlle’s brother-in-law, a master stonemason, is murdered. His son, Aubin, and 
Thibault, are the only witnesses. The assassin, a wealthy merchant from Lilles, flees to 
Bruges; Aubin disappears. Naëlle, with Thibault’s help, is determined to find him. 
Enter, after years of captivity, Thibault’s father’s squire, bearing an incredible secret. 
Thibault is disgraced; his only friend is Naëlle… The two young people join forces to 
save their families’ honor. 
The fortunes of Naëlle and Thibault will take the reader from the medieval stained 
glass workshops of Flanders to the route of Santiago de Compostella, by way of the 
churches of Lille.

Annie Degroote, a native of French Flanders, lives in Paris. Before turning to a career in 
literature, she was an actress, a stage director and a playwright. A columnist for La Voix du 
nord, she is a well-known figure in the north of France, the winner of Lille’s Grand Prix des 
Lettres de la Société des arts et des lettres. Her previous novels have earned her a faithful 
readership.

Annie Degroote

May 2016
304 p.

French sales: 
Book-club  edition (France Loisirs  - Avant-première & GLM)
Large-print edition (Libra Diffusio)
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Élise Fontenaille was born in Nancy and has worked as a journalist. She is 
the author of numerous novels, including Les Disparues de Vancouver publi-
shed by Grasset and which received the 2010 Prix Erckmann-Chatrian, Le 
Palais de mémoire published by Calmann-Lévy as part Rentrée Littéraire and 
Ma vie précaire published by Calmann-Lévy in 2012.

January 2015  
220 p.

« Cold - for the nights are often bitterly cold there - hunger, thirst, exposure, 
disease and madness claimed scores of victims every day, and cartloads of 
their bodies were every day carted over to the back beach, buried in a few in-
ches of sand at low tide, and as the tide came in the bodies went out, food for 
the sharks. »

Blue Book is a startling novel based on a little-known, dramatic historical fact: the 
Herero genocide. While attempting to write the story of her great grand-father, WWI 
General Charles Mangin, famous for incorporating African troops to the French army, 
Elise Fontenaille-N’Diaye discovered the 1918 report written by Major Thomas O’Reilly 
for the British government, documenting the massacre of the Herero people by the 
Germans between 1904 and 1909, in their colony of German South-West Africa - 
known today as Namibia. 
What began as an episode of brutal colonialism became the first genocide of the 
20th century. General Von Trotha and his troops used the Kalahari desert as a death 
playground. German “scientists” collected the skulls and bodies of the dead to 
experiment and devise theories that would support the future Nuremberg Laws - 
among them, Mengele’s mentor, Dr Eugen Fischer. 

French sales: 
Paperback 
(Le Livre de Poche)

August 2011
168 p.

An evocative yet delightful tale, taking the reader down intellectual, spiritual and sen-
sual roads in a spellbinding journey.

From the depths of an opium den, the Jesuit Artus de Leys – deserted by faith and torn 
by love – hesitates over the comfort of oblivion and the pain of remembrance. The man 
he loves exists only in his mind now. To bring him back to life, Artus builds an imaginary 
edifice inherited from an ancient art form : a memory palace. 
With each addition to his palace, memories come flooding in, from his first visit to Chi-
na in the 1720’s, invited by the Emperor Kangxi to train young scholars in the Forbidden 
City, to his escapades in Paris and his friends of bygone days. He sees himself riding in 
the forests of Manchuria alongside his beloved pupil, Jade, who he initiates to the Ars 
Memorativa and the Christian faith. But Artus can’t keep reminders of their passion’s 
fatal turn at bay, without seeing his palace of memory collapse.

Blue Book

Élise Fontenaille

The Memory Palace
Le Palais de mémoire



February 2014 
352 p.

Nathalie Hug
1, rue des petits-pas

The winter of 1918-1919. The Great War is coming to an end. A small 
village in Lorraine, only a few miles from the front, is nothing but ruins. 
Most of the men are dead; the women and children are struggling to 
survive. Nobody has been spared the tragedies of war, but life must go 
on. It is time to rebuild, to reopen shops, to start living again – in spite 
of old wounds.
Louise, an orphan at the age of sixteen, knows all about poverty and 
violence. Taken in by a midwife, she is learning the trade of delivering 
babies, treating the complaints of expecting mothers and lending a 
sympathetic ear. She is determined to move on, to learn to read and 
write, to raise a child and to love. With each passing day at 1, rue des 
Petits-Pas she will discover quite simply what being a woman really 
means. 
But in the remote village of eastern France, local legends feed into fear, 
and hatred keeps the villagers going. The war was not over with the 
signing of the Armistice.

Nathalie Hug lives in eastern France. She has co-written several thril-
lers with Jérôme Camut and is the author of two solo novels published 
by Calmann-Lévy : The Nothing Child (2011) and Miss Ticks-Tacks (2012) 
which has been selected by the French Institute magazine, Fiction France.

French sales: 
Paperback 

(Le Livre de Poche)
Book-club editions 

(France Loisirs & GLM)

EN

GLISH SAM
PLE AVAILABLE

Paris, November 2013. World famous rock star, Fauves, has scheduled a meeting with 
Michel Beaufort, the CEO of a cutting-edge music label. Fauves’ girlfriend, Aurélie, 
goes with him. The upshot of the meeting, a mere three months later: an intricate and 
disturbing love triangle in which East meets West. But the romance between the beau-
tiful, thirty-something special correspondent and the bookish, cynical fifty-year-old 
Michael, is haunted from the start by the shadow of the flamboyant but mysterious 
Fauves...
Raised in the Middle East, the rock star’s life has been shaped by an unspeakable se-
cret. And it is the secret of his childhood that seems to feed his exuberant imagination, 
inhabited by animals, masks and tormented souls. The truth of his dark past finally 
comes to light, however, when Michel and Aurélie, upon returning from a trip to Jeru-
salem, learn that Fauves has died in tragic circumstances. The young man’s diary pro-
vides a whole new perspective on his relationship with Aurélie, on his life, his origins, 
his Egypt and his Orient, with its violence and taboos, and an unsuspected barbarism 
unknown in the West: bača bāzī, an age-old tradition that Fauves had been subjected 
to as a child, which had made him dancer and sex slave for a rich businessman.

Writer René Guitton is a champion of causes, often the backdrop of his novels. He is the 
author of a number of prize-winning works, including Calmann-Lévy’s Si nous nous tai-
sons (Prix Montyon de l’Académie Française, Prix Liberté and Prix Lyautey de l’Aca-
démie des Sciences) and Flammarion’s Ces Chrétiens qu’on assassine (Prix des Droits de 
l’Homme). In 2013, he was made Chevalier de l’ordre des Arts et des Lettres. By the same 
author: En quête de vérité, 2011. 

> We do not hold the 
italian translation 
rights

August 2015
272 p.

René Guitton
Fauves
Mémoires Fauves

34
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AUTHOR AWARDED  THE GRAND PRIX SUISSE 2017

It was a bright and shining day, the 8th of May. Louise, her husband Vincent and youn-
ger brother Benoît, all three brimming with disconcerting youth, oblivion and immatu-
rity, are struck by a devastating tragedy.
Told through the eyes of Benoît, The Living tries to capture the shock and awe of the 
split second when fate comes knocking, and above and beyond, the mystery, or scan-
dal, of the relentlessness of life.
Powered from start to finish with the energy of a nature in full summer swing and the 
muted pain of Louise, the book asks a simple question: how can you imagine the worst 
when you are young and all is sunny and bright, and how do you survive it?

Born in Geneva in 1961, Pascale Kramer has been living and working in Paris since 1987. 
She has published over ten novels including The Living (Calmann-Lévy, 2000 – Prix Lipp 
2001), L’Implacable brutalité du réveil (Mercure de France, 2008 – Prix Schiller 2009, Grand 
Prix du roman de la Société des gens de lettres, Prix Rambert 2010), and Autopsie of a father 
(Flammarion, 2016). Several of her books have been translated into Italian, German, and 
English. She has been awarded the Grand Prix Suisse 2017 for her work.

The Living
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Foreign sales: 
Edition Blau (Germany)
University of Nebraska 
(English)

August 2000
202 p;.

October 2016
320 p.

A palpating story that brings readers to the heart of France 
during the Belle Époque.1889. August Laborde has inherited his de-
ceased father’s jewelry shop. Forced by his mother to marry a woman 
whom he does not care for, he takes refuge in his only passion: gold-
smithing.His life takes an unexpected turn when he discovers a sealed-
off door that separates his workshop from the adjacent building, which 
gives onto a brothel’s private room. Auguste cannot help himself and 
spies on the residents through a crack in the boards. Until the day he 
helplessly witnesses the murder of a prostitute. When the police’s in-
vestigation hits a dead end, Auguste decides to go on the hunt for the 
murderer himself. He did not see a face, only hands and wrists. Each 
clue pulls him deeper and deeper into the city’s upper-class neighbor-
hoods…

Born in Perpignan, and trained as a journalist, Hélène Legrais worked for 
France Inter Radio and as an editor of Europe 1 Radio, before returning to 
her native Catalonia to focus on writing. Her work is inspired by her home-
land: the Roussillon sun, the majestic Canigou mountain, and the fresh tra-
montane wind. She lives in Perpignan.

Trois gouttes de sang grenat
Three Drops of Garnet Colored Blood

Hélène Legrais

Les vivants

Pascale Kramer

Trois 
gouttes 
de sang 

grenat
roman

Hélène
Legrais

France de toujours et d’aujourd’hui

French sales :
Large-print edition 

(Libra Diffusio)
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Les sœurs Querelle

Jean-Paul Malaval
The Querelle Sisters

October 2016
300 p.

Three sisters find themselves staying at their family’s seaside villa to divide up and sell 
its contents. Their father, Berthold Anselmoz, a spice trader who had traveled the wor-
ld extensively during his lifetime, has just died. It is unclear what they should do with 
the family house, however. In accordance with their father’s last wishes, he had been 
buried on the grounds of his seaside residence. Should the house be sold or should it 
remain in the family?
Loïse, the eldest, is a bank manager, Oriane, the second daughter, works in adverti-
sing, and Dorine, the youngest, is a struggling actress. Each sibling is tormented by 
the question of the house, depending on the nature of the relationship they had had 
with their father. The eldest is determined to turn the page whereas the second sister, 
extremely attached to their father’s memory, is aghast at the idea of breaking up the 
family estate. Torn between a naïve respect for family and a pressing need for money, 
to finance her acting projects, it is the youngest sister who will have to mediate her 
siblings’ conflict.
But what do they really know about their father, Berthold Anselmoz?
Photographs and letters found in an old trunk in the attic will reveal the frightening 
secrets of a man not at all like the memory he had left behind…

After studies in literature, Jean-Paul Malaval worked in journalism before turning to wri-
ting fulltime. The author of an impressive body of work, he is considered one of the leading 
authors of regional novels in France today. 

French sales: 
Paperback 
(Le Livre de Poche)
Book-club edition (GLM  
& France Loisirs )
Large-print edition 
(Libra diffusio)

36

French sales: 
Book-club  edition : 

France Loisirs
(Avant-première, more 

than 70 000 copies sold)
Large-print edition 

(Libra Diffusio)

June 2016
504 p.

June 1940, in the midst of the exodus .

After accidentally killing a Jewish couple while driving, Cécile de Ro-
hou, the daughter of an influential family from Rennes, takes in their 
young son, Samuel. The little boy carries a key around his neck. In-
trigued, Cécile decides to look for his family. But when she goes back to 
the scene of the accident, she discovers that even though the mother 
has been buried, the father has gone missing… 
Thus begins Cécile’s quest. Arrested by the Gestapo and sentenced to 
death, she is saved at the very last minute by a childhood friend’s Nazi 
husband. Forced to confront fear, betrayal, and the horrors of war, this 
once carefree woman now only has one goal: save Samuel from the 
persecutions.  

Eric Le Nabour is originally from Caen, where he lives today. He became 
famous at a young age with his biographical and historical works. He is also 
the author of several novels, in particular La Louve de Lorient and Retour à 
Tinténiac.

Les étés de la colère
The Summers of Anger

Eric Le Nabour
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March 2016
240 p.

Valérie Péronnet was born 
in Dakar in 1964. A journa-
list for Télérama for over 
fifteen years, she writes 
for Psychologies maga-
zine and has ghostwritten 
over thirty stories, essays 
and accounts. Her debut 
novel, Jeanne et Margue-
rite (Calmann-Lévy, 2011) 
was adapted for the stage 
at the Theatre La Bruyère 
in Paris.

The deeply affecting portrait of a little boy trapped inside his 
own head.

Max is not like other little boys: He has never uttered a single word; the   
world to him is a palette of colors. Even when his adorable little sister 
Emma is born, he is unable to speak to her. His parents have worried 
about him from the day he was born, especially since he began hiding 
under the staircase for hours on end.  
Why does he refuse to speak? Is it his response to the tears so often 
flowing down his mother’s cheeks? Why does Max feel like there is an 
ice cube in his head that is freezing his mind? Could the answer be bu-
ried in secrets from past generations?

A poetic and heartfelt second novel constructed as a back-and-forth 
between childhood and adulthood, insouciance and the unspoken, fa-
mily secrets and reverberations.

French sales :
Book-club edition : GLM  
(Main selection)
Large-print edition 
(Libra Diffusio)

August 2016
336 p.

Marie lives with her parents in a small village in the countryside. Her striking 
beauty attracts boys from all over the area, who try to court her. But Marie 
believes in true love and firmly rejects all of their advances, even though she 
is fiercely resented for it. One day, someone locks her in a barn and sets it on 
fire. She survives the blaze but is disfigured. The guilty party is not identified.
 
With admirable courage, Marie tries to put the pieces of her shattered life back 
together. Deeply moved by the humanity of the hospice in which she is treat-
ed, she decides to become a nurse and begins training alongside the doctor 
who took care of her. They fall in love and get married. But in 1914 war breaks 
out. Marie is unable to bear the separation, and she sets out to find her hus-
band, whom she finds in a field hospital near the front that is subject to con-
stant enemy artillery…  

Antonin Malroux is a sensitive and innovative storyteller who turns the tale of a 
courageous and determined country girl into a wonderful ode to love and gener-
osity.

Un petit glaçon dans la tête
An Ice Cube in My Head

Valérie Peronnet

Marie des Adrets
Marie from the Adrets
Antonin Malroux
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The Everyday Art of Positive Thinking! The perfect cure-all gift for the end of the year 
celebrations and an unparalleled multipurpose book with something for everyone: 
sayings, quotes and drawings; coloring pages for grownups, exercises both physical 
and mental, and cooking tricks and tips to be used in all realms of life, whether domes-
tic, private or professional...

A book about wellness, happiness and staying Zen addressing a selection of topics 
that are good for the morale! The magic word here - to think positive.
At the end of each chapter, the reader is invited to participate in a selection of humo-
rous activities, such as doing something creative or coloring to relax.
 More than a book, it is a bouquet of positive thoughts, a panoply of inspirational 
quotes, a wide-range of relaxing activities and a color chart of laughter and smiles. But 
it is also a personal diary, a heady and soothing fragrance, a jumble of knowledgeable 
tidbits and a present to give to yourself… This is not a novel. This is your book!

Agnès Abécassis was born in 1972. She started her career as a writer and an illustrator for 
a women’s health magazine. A former screenwriter, she is also a journalist and a literary 
chronicler for a number of magazines. She is the author of the bestselling Les Tribulations 
d’une jeune divorcée ; Au secours, il veut m’épouser ! ; as well as Toubib or not toubib ; 
Chouette, une ride ! ; Soirée Sushi and Le Théorème de Cupidon, a romantic comedy set in 
the movie industry.

French sales:
Paperback (Le livre de 

poche)
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Véronique Sels

January 2015 
208 p.

Belgian author Véro-
nique Sels has published 
two novels with Editions 
Genèse, La Tentation 
du pont and Bienvenue 
en Norlande. A onetime 
teacher, contemporary 
dancer and advertising 
writer, she is also a wife, a 
mother and a world trav-
eler.

Honeymooning with my Mother
Voyage de noces avec ma mère

Anne, just married to Raphaël, is planning a honeymoon trip to the American West, in 
a red convertible Mustang! An idyllic road trip, that is, until Anne’s mother, Dana, in the 
process of getting divorced, is invited along for the ride. Our newlyweds do not have 
the heart to leave her behind…
A frazzled bride, a meddling mother and a seemingly perfect son-in-law are off on a 
burlesque road trip. Before long, a man in his early fifties, no luggage but perfectly 
creased trousers, catches Anne’s attention. The business card he hands her reads: Dan 
O’Leary, hit-man specialized in mothers and mothers-in-law! The idea of making use 
of his ghastly services slowly takes root in her mind: her mother is absolutely infuriat-
ing, and Raphaël complies to her every demand. O’Leary kidnaps Dana, and while the 
American police force and the Belgian consulate attempt to apprehend the hit-man, 
Anne and Raphaël decide to set off for Las Vegas to spend 24 hours – alone! 
After a disastrous attempt to renew their wedding vows, with a bogus Elvis, and re-
union with Dana, with great fanfare, Raphaël decides to take off on his own, to give 
himself some time to think. Anne finds herself alone with her mother, minus the Mus-
tang. Continuing their journey, they end up in the gullies of the Grand Canyon. When 
O’Leary appears on the scene once more, Anne, at last, will be able to get rid of her 
mother – in more ways than one! 

October 2014
288 p.

Assortiment de friandises pour l’esprit ou l’ art de posi-
tiver au quotidien

Assorted Sweets for the Mind
Agnès Abécassis

French Sale: 
Book-club edition (GLM)

Option on  movie adaptation :
 Saturday Pictures
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French sales: 
Paperback 

 (Le Livre de Poche)

June 2016
240 p.

Anouk Van Styn is an attractive 42 year-old. After losing her husband, Armand, 
to a prolonged illness, she is now at the head of the Van Styn family cham-
pagne business, in spite of her in-laws’ reluctance.
On her first day as the group’s president, Anouk meets Andrew Nichols, a 
twenty-one-year old American interested in doing an internship at Van Styn’s. 
At first Anouk turns him down, but later, as she is leaving the office, she is as-
saulted in the street and Andrew comes to her rescue — Anouk decides to give 
him a chance.
More and more charmed by the young American, and his perfect allure, she 
asks him to accompany her on a business trip to Istanbul, where a Van Styn 
hotel & spa is being inaugurated. In the luxury setting, Anouk rediscovers the 
delights of physical pleasure, in the hands of both a Turkish masseur and a char-
ming and provocative female architect, named Aylin. After Aylin shows up in 
Anouk’s bed one night, Andrew mistakenly believes his boss prefers women 
and confides to her that his girlfriend, Jenny, doesn’t like him to kiss her. It is 
the perfect occasion for Anouk to instigate erotic games with her intern, in all 
innocence. Each new business trip is the opportunity for a new lesson. But little 
by little, despite her better judgment, Anouk’s feelings get involved…
And as things start to heat up at work for Anouk, she discovers her young intern 
may not be quite as innocent as he had seemed. Could Andrew have been hired 
to compromise her job?

My Dear Intern
Anouk Laclos

Mon cher stagiaire

L’ Avant-dernière chance

This touching and convincing story is an artful mix of cheeky dialogue and the ex-
pression of feelings and emotions that are hard to share. The German edition of 
L’Avant-dernière Chance, Denn das Glück ist eine Reise, is a best-seller in Germany.

While working on the filming of a movie in London, Adèle, an independent young 
French intern, receives an unexpected text message from beyond the grave! Indeed, 
her grandfather, who passed away a few days earlier, writes to wish her happy birt-
hday… This odd event causes Adèle to remember the past few months, in an attempt 
to make sense out of things. 
Her Grandpa Georges, aged 83, a homebody and avid gardener suddenly decided to 
set off on a road trip around France with his friend. Adèle, worried about his fragile 
health when she found out, asked that he send her daily updates by text message.
And thus began their unique correspondence, a seemingly simple form of communi-
cation which brought them back together after ten years apart. Could texting be a way 
for them to nurture their close relationship even when separated by death ?

Caroline Vermalle worked on documentaries for BBC in London for 7 years. She now lives 
in Paris and runs an architectural firm. L’Avant-dernière Chance is her debut novel and won 
the Prix Nouveau Talent Bouygues in 2009 and the 2011 Prix Chronos.

The Second to Last Chance
Caroline Vermalle

March 2009
252 p. 

French sales: 
Paperback
(Le Livre de Poche) 
Large-print edition (A vue d’oeil)

Foreign Sales: 
Bastei Lübbe (German) 
Ecus Publishing (Complex Chinese)
Ediciones B (Spanish Wolrdwide) 
Gallic Books (English Worldwide) 
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314 p. 

And Then Came Paulette...
Et puis, Paulette...

Barbara Constantine
Barbara Constantine writes novels and fixes a house in the Berry region. 
She also watches the cranes go by, the flowers and the trees grow, and 
the cats, and the birds, and the squirrels... She is the author of Allumer le 
chat (2007), A Mélie, sans mélo (2009) and the best-sellers Tom, petit Tom, 
tout petit homme, Tom (2010) and And then came Paulette (2012), which 
has been translated in 20 languages. For the Autumn 2014, Calmann-Lévy 
published a compilation of Barbara Constantine’s four titles, together with 
an unpublished short novel My beautiful Week-end.

RIGHTS SOLD IN 19 LANGUAGES
PRIX DES LIBRAIRES - LE LIVRE DE POCHE 2013 

After her 2010 best-seller Tom, petit Tom, tout petit homme, Tom, Barbara Constan-
tine succeeds once again to create a real gem and takes the reader to a moving and 
strong story, full of life, humor and hope. You will smile, be teary-eyed and above 
all feel good. 

Ferdinand lives all by himself on his big empty farm. His son, daughter and grandchil-
dren have all moved away. One day his neighbour Marceline shows up after a terrible 
storm. With his usual awkwardness, Ferdinand invites her to stay. Then his best friend 
Guy, a recent widower at loose ends, moves in. Lastly come the Lumière sisters, flee-
ing a monster of a nephew bent on getting their home. 
Thus a strange 67 to 95 year-old quintet is formed. An odd arrangement, to say the 
least, that little by little becomes the norm. When the health needs of the eldest prove 
too challenging, the quintet decides to recruit a suitable candidate at a nearby nursing 
school, who, in exchange for a few hours work a week, will be given room and board. 
Muriel takes them up on it. Then at the local agricultural school, Kim is enlisted to 
help out with the garden. One night an increasingly round and nauseous Muriel gives 
birth – both to her own surprise and that of everyone else – to a little girl, an unwanted 
addition in Muriel’s eye... But our new-formed fivesome doesn’t see things in the same 
light... Baby Paulette will be well looked after indeed!

French sales: Paperback (Le Livre de Poche adult & young-adult editions), Book-club 
editions (GLM & France Loisirs), Large-print edition (Feryane), Audio-book edition 
(Audiolib), Condensed edition (Séléction du Reader’s Digest).

Foreign sales:
Arvids (Danish)
Azbooka-Atticus (Russian)
Bazar Forlag (Norwegian)
Bertrand Editora (Portuguese)
Can Yayinlari (Turkish)
Einaudi (Italian) 
Grup 62 (Catalan)
Intrinseca (Portuguese - Brazil)
Kinneret Zmora (Hebrew)
MacLehose Press (English Worldwide)

Meulenhoff/Boekerij (Dutch) 
Munhakdongne (Korean) 
Poplar Sha (Japanese) 
Rowohlt (German) 
Seix Barral (Spanish Worldwide)
Sekwa Förlag (Swedish)
Shanghai 99 (Simplified Chinese) 
Sonia Draga (Polish) 
Stereoma SA (Greek)
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January 2010 
260 p. 

French sales: 
Paperback 
(Le Livre de Poche) 
Book-club edition 
(GLM)

Foreign sales: 
Cairo Editore (Italian)

French sales: 
Paperback
(Le Livre de Poche)
Book-club edition 
(GLM) Large-print 
edition (Feryane)

Foreign sales:
 Azbooka-Atticus 
(Russian)
Cairo Editore (Italian)
Random House 
(German) 

This is the heart-warming story of a little boy who acts like an adult and a mother 
who acts like a child.
« A concentrated dose of vitamins to brighten your life ! Happiness, pleasure…things you 
absolutely need right now for a welcome change of pace. » – Gérard Collard
« Barbara Constantine tenderly paints the lives of regular people, and knows like no one 
else how to bring them to life to share with us the mix of solemnity and irony that make 
up their everyday lives. » – Prima

Tom, an eleven-year-old boy, lives with his young mother, Joss. She was thirteen when 
she gave birth to him. As Joss has a penchant for going out, falling in love and disap-
pearing on weekends, Tom is often left to his own devices and has learned to fend for 
himself. Plus, the little money his mother does earn is scrupulously set aside to pay 
for breast reduction surgery. Joss wants men to pay attention to her for something 
more than just her chest. Tom, therefore, slips quietly into his neighbours’ vegetable 
gardens for food, digging up carrots and potatoes... Before leaving, however, he care-
fully replants and waters everything he has dug up. One day, he enters a new garden 
and comes across Madeleine, an old woman who had been lying in the middle of her 
cabbage patch for two whole days. Without Tom’s help, she would most certainly have 
died.

Tom, Little Tom, Little Man, Tom 
Tom, petit Tom, tout petit Homme, Tom

French sales: Paper-
back (Le Livre de 
Poche adult & young-
adult editions)
 Large-print edition 
(Feryane)
Book-club editions 
(GLM & France Loisirs)
Audio-book edition 
(Audiolib)

Option on movie 
adaptation : Rhamsa 
Productions

Mélie is 72 and lives alone in the 
countryside. Her granddaughter, 
Clara, 10-year-old, is coming to 
spend the whole summer with her 
for the first time. The evening be-
fore her arrival, Mélie learns that 
she has some serious health prob-
lems and should begin a heavy 
treatment immediately…too bad, 
she says ! Indeed the grandma is 
really not into melodrama and 
prefers to spend her summer 
making wonderful memories for 
Clara : funny ones, like watching 
bamboo grow while listening to 
La Traviata, singing songs in the 
rain, or tasting the weeds growing 
on trail edges. Of course, since life 
always holds surprises, Mélie is fi-
nally going to fall in love. 

Barbara Constantine’s first novel, 
is about fairly normal folks who 
rather naturally experience incre-
dibly weird things. 
There is the embalmer at a fune-
ral home who takes up photogra-
phy as a hobby, a child who learns 
healing from his pot-smoking 
grandpa, a cat convinced of being 
an intellectual, and… well, you 
get the drift. This is a book written 
to make us laugh. It is not a nice 
book. Between the lines is a run-
ning critique of annoying idiots. 
Infused with tenderness, it pays 
homage to simple lives and to the 
pride of humble spirits, to those 
who do not run with the pack, 
who pass inconspicuously. It is a 
tribute to “un-beautiful” people. 

To Mélie, No Melodrama Light Up The Cat
A Mélie, sans mélo Allumer le chat

September 2008 
256 p.

January 2007 
268 p.

Foreign sales:  
Albatros media (Czech)
 Azbooka-Atticus (Russian)
Blanvalet (German)
Fazi Editore (Italian)
Grup 62 (Catalan)
Könyvmol képző Kiadó (Hungarian)
La Maison des femmes (Vietnamese)

Meulenhoff / Boekerij (Dutch)
Munhakdongne (Korean) 
Seix Barral (Spanish Worldwide) 
Sekwa Förlag (Swedish)
Shanghai 99 (Simplified Chinese)
 Sonia Draga (Polish) 
Yuan-Liou Publishing (Complex Chinese)



Andrea H. Japp
Born in 1957, trained as a toxicologist, since 1990, Andrea H. Japp has 
written over twenty novels, she is considered one of the queens of crime 
fiction in France. She has also written many novellas, scenarios for televi-
sion and cartoons. Celebrated French detective novelist Andrea H. Japp has 
left historical fiction for a while to make a remarkable return to the world 
of thrillers with a contemporary setting starring Diane Silver, one of the       
world’s finest profilers.

VOL. 1 – The Track of the Beast 
Les chemins de la bête
1304. France is divided by the conflict between Philip 
the Fair, who wants to free himself from the church’s 
omnipotent authority, and Pope Benedict XI, who dies 
suddenly from poisoning. In these troubled times, 
Agnès, a tempestuous young widow, will see her desti-
ny change radically. Why does Eudes de Larnay, Agnès’s 
perversely stupid half-brother, accuse her of being pos-
sessed by the devil and plotting with heretics to bring 
her before the Inquisition ? Who sends the letters bea-
ring the papal seal that speak of the “divine blood” to 
the convent of Clairets ? What does the young Clément, 
Agnès’s protégé, discover in the books of the convent’s 
library ? What can one make of the dead bodies found 
abandoned in the forest, burnt but without any trace of 
fire, or clawed by a mysterious animal ? 

VOL. 2 – The Rose-Whisperer
Le souffle de la rose
Agnès is dragged before the court of the Inquisition, 
where Nicolas Florin, the Grand Inquisitor, wants to 
see her weep and beg, and demands that she be put to 
death. Meanwhile, at the convent of Clairets, one nun 
after another is found poisoned. They know that the 
culprit is among them but who could really commit such 
atrocities ? Everyone is a suspect. Élodie, the mother 
abbess is sure only of one thing : the key to solving this 
mystery lies in the manuscripts of the Abbey’s secret 
library. Though Agnès doesn’t know it yet, she is not 
alone : Count Arthus of Authon is prepared to kill in or-
der to save Agnès, who has stolen his heart. Francesco 
de Leone, a Knight Hospitaller, is on a mysterious quest 
involving Agnès and has sworn to protect her at all costs 
against her enemies. Finally, Clément’s ingenuity may 
just change his destiny and his Lady’s one forever.

VOL. 3 – Divine Blood
Le sang de grâce
In this third volume, the knots surrounding the multiple 
mysteries exposed in the first two volumes are untied. 
The title, Divine Blood, is a clue. Whose blood courses 
through young Clément’s veins ? And what does this re-
veal about his identity ? Who was behind the murders 
in the convent of Clairets ? The investigation will go as 
far as Rome and Pope’s closest advisors. As for the love 
kindling between Agnès and Arthus, there is yet another 
surprise in store… 

VOL. 4 – The Battle of the Shadows
Le combat des ombres
Young Clémence (formerly Clément) has disappeared. 
Agnès desperately hopes to find her again. She ma-
nages to escape the clutches of the inquisition but is 
being slowly poisoned… Arthus, count of Authon, now 
Agnès’s husband falls, in his turn, into the hands of the 
Inquisition ; whereas Francesco de Léone, the white 
knight, tries once again to save them and protect their 
secret. 
A thrilling ride from beginning to end, the fourth volume 
of “La Dame sans terre” gives long-awaited answers to 
the mysteries of this exciting and intriguing story.

French sales: Paperback (Le Livre de Poche)
 Book-club edition (GLM “Main Selection”)

Foreign sales: 
Gallic Books (English)
 Goldmann (German)
 Gotica (Portuguese)

 Hemiro Ltd. (Russian)

« The Landless Lady »  Series
Published between 2006 and 2008, around 384 p. each. 
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Venom 
Dans la tête, le venin
March 2010 – 266 p.

France, 2008 : a man has been strangled by a former lover who had 
dropped out of sight. Two psychotic teens, Louise and her sidekick Cyril, 
are ensnared in a murderous brand of Satanism. The final step in their 
initiation involves committing a murder but their own bloodthirsty plans 
are annihilated when the two are brutally murdered. 
USA, 2008 : Diane Silver is hunting down a serial killer. Yves, a French 
cop who Diane trained in profiling, informs her of the murder of the two 
teens. As she reconstitutes the murder of the two adolescents, Diane 
opens Pandora’s box…

A Lighter Shadow  
Une ombre plus pâle
September 2009 – 308 p.

Diane has made a pact with Rupert Teelaney, alias Nathan, one of        
world’s rich and famous, to hunt down serial killers and eliminate them 
in order to spare their future victims. This is perfectly illegal, but Diane 
wants more than anything to find the “tout” who drove her daughter 
into the hands of a murderer. While Nathan is hunting down the tout, 
Diane is working on a gruesome case : in a quaint cottage, a pipe leak re-
veals a mass grave in the basement housing at least 9 women’s bodies. 
In Paris, Yves Guéguen takes a liking to Sara Heurtel and her son Victor. 
Nathan is watching him and Yves is getting in the way. How will these 
three stories come together ?

Death Simply 
La mort simplement
January 2010 - 330 p.

Any relief Diane might have felt after this vengeful murder is masked by 
her growing feelings of doubt about Nathan. Who exactly is he ? A righ-
ter of wrongs or a charming, intelligent and dreadful psychopath who 
is merely looking for excuses to do what he loves most : killing ? When 
Diane learns that her best friend and French counterpart Yves Guéguen 
was murdered in Paris, she wonders if Nathan might be involved.

French sales: Paperback (Le Livre de Poche), Book-club edition (GLM)

Foreign sales: Editora Nemo – Autentica (Portuguese-Brazil)

« Diane Silver » Series
Also by Andrea H. Japp...

Monestarium
Monestarium
March 2007 – 356 p. 

1307. Convent of Clairets, France. An-
gélique, a young cloistered nun, has 
been strangled. What was the motive? 
Undoubtedly because she too clo-
sely resembled one of her sisters, Ma-
rie-Gillette d’Andremont, who found 
anonymous refuge in the convent after 
fleeing Spain where her lover was as-
sassinated by two killers…
The investigation thus begins, conduc-
ted by Plaisance de Champlois, the 
young and newly-appointed abbess of 
Clairets, aided by the honourable Ai-
mery, count of Mortagne.

French sales: Paperback (Le Livre 
de Poche), Book-club edition (GLM 
“Main Selection”), Large-print edi-
tion  (Libra Diffusio)

Foreign sales: 
Algaida (Spanish Worldwide)
Euromedia (Czech) 
Newton Compton (Italian)

The Cross of Perdition 
La croix de perdition
May 2008 -  360 p. 

Winter 1308. The snowbound Convent 
of Clairets. A string of macabre murders 
involving Tarot cards. How do the bru-
tal killings of Dominican nuns tie in to 
the ruthless hunt for Arnauld Amalric’s 
cross, of alleged magical powers, worn 
during the Albigensian Crusade in Bé-
ziers (a military campaign initiated 
by the Catholic church to eliminate 
the Cathars) a hundred years earlier ? 
And who exactly is Claire, young day-
light-shunning woman determined to 
protect four ill-treated, but gentle, “cir-
cus freaks”?
As the champions of good, young 
abbess Plaisance de Champlois and 
Knight Arnaud de Villeneuve, look for 
answers, the reader is caught up in a 
spine-tingling and expertly-crafted 
medieval mystery.

French sales: Paperback (Le Livre 
de Poche), Book-club edition (GLM 
“Main Selection”) Large-print edition 
(Libra Diffusio)

Foreign sales: 
Algaida (Spanish Worldwide) 41
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A MASTERPIECE TRANSLATED IN 15 LANGUAGES ! 
« Though the French suspense novel often seems a bit tentative next to the machine of English-lan-
guage suspense, this one comes to shake away our misconceptions and demonstrate a morbidly effi-
cient ‘French touch’. » – Atmosphères
Sophie Auverney, the thirty-year-old nanny of little Loïc, feels she is losing her mind, she forgets 
details, does or errands unexpected things. Sophie is haunted by her terrible past. Vincent, her 
husband, committed suicide after a tragic car accident had left him paralyzed and there have 
been other deaths too among her loved ones.
One day, she awakens from a deep sleep and finds Loïc in his bed, strangled by a shoelace. Pa-
nic-stricken, Sophie runs away. A kind stranger crosses her path at the train station and invites 

Sophie to her house. There, Sophie steals her ID then wakes once again from a deep sleep to discover the young wo-
man’s lifeless body. Did Sophie stab her ? She doesn’t recall anything. Knowing that the police are already searching 
for her, she goes into hiding. Is she a cold-blooded murderer? What is going on?

WINNER OF THE 2010 PRIX DU POLAR EUROPÉEN - LE POINT
TRANSLATED IN 13 LANGUAGES
 
57-year-old Alain Delambre, former human resources manager, has been unemployed for five years. 
Unable to find work in his field, he has accepted a menial job as an inventory clerk at a ridiculously low 
salary. With the support of his wife Nicole and their two daughters, he tries his best to make do. Then 
one day he comes across an unexpected job offer that fits his profile to a T, except for his age. Not to 
be put off, he goes in to the recruitment agency ready to give it all. 
Short-listed along with two other candidates, he is informed that the management’s final decision will 
depend on how well he reacts under intense pressure, that is in a simulated hostage-taking situation. 

Determined to land the job at all costs, our protagonist agrees to play the game, setting off an unstoppable chain of 
events... Our disillusioned and scorned hero may be a “grandpa boomer”, but he is more than ready to prove that he 
too is an expert at making the most of any opportunity that comes his way. A remarkably taut, well-crafted novel and 
a blistering attack on the cynicism and snobbery of corporate bigwigs and management techniques. 

High-Profile Managment
Cadres Noirs
February 2010 -350 p. 

The Groom Wore White
Robe de marié

Pierre Lemaitre
Pierre Lemaitre is the author of Travail soigné (éditions du Masque, 2006) Prix du Premier roman du Festival de 
Cognac, Robe de marié (Calmann-Lévy, 2009) Prix du Meilleur polar francophone, Cadres noirs (Calmann-Lévy, 2010) 
Prix du Polar européen du Point, Alex (Albin Michel, 2011) & Sacrifices (Albin Michel, 2012), Dagger international Prize 
(2012&2015) and Rosy & John (Livre de Poche, 2013). Au revoir là-haut, his last novel published by Albin Michel, won the 
Prix France-Télévisions and the Prix Goncourt 2013. His novels have been translated to thirty languages and several are 
currently being adapted into movies and plays. 

French sales: Paperback  (Le Livre de Poche), Book-club edition (France Loisirs)
Options on TV Series : Mandarin TV

French sales: Paperback  (Le Livre de Poche), Book-club editions (GLM & France Loisirs) Audio-book edition (CDL) 
Movie sale :  Alexandre Films

January 2009 - 272 p. 

Foreign sales: 
Alfaguara (Spanish Worldwide) 
Ascheoug (Norwegian)
Azbooka-Atticus (Russian) 
Bungei Shunju (Japanese paper-
back) 
Colibri (Bulgarian)

Dasan Books (Korean)
Nemo – Autentica (Portuguese-
Brazil) 
Fazi Editore (Italian) 
Fish+Fish (Complex Chinese)   
Kashiwa Shobo (Japanese)  
Könyvmolyképzö Kiadó (Hungarian)

Lindhardt of Ringhof Forlag (Danish) 
MacLehose Press (English Worlwide) 
Muza (Polish) 
Ullstein (German) 
Xander Uitgevers (Dutch)

Foreign sales: 
Alfaguara (Spanish Worldwide)
Azbooka-Atticus (Russian)
Bromera (Catalan) 
Bungei Shunju (Japanese)

Dasan Books (Korean) 
Fazi Editore (Italian) 
Lindhardt of Ringhof Forlag (Danish)
MacLehose Press (English Worldwide)
Minoas (Greek)

Muza (Polish) 
Nemo – Autentica (Portuguese - Brazil)
Pegasus Yayinlari (Turkish)
Xander Uitgevers (Dutch)
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January 2015 
304 p.

March 2016
280 p. 

French sales: 
Paperback 
(Le Livre de Poche) 
Book-club edition : 
(GLM  & France Loisirs )

Mâcon. Lieutenant Léa Ribaucourt is to investigate the disappearance of Paul Hum-
bert, a local notable and the owner of a large vineyard near Lyon. His corpse is soon lo-
cated, and the possibility of accidental death ruled out when traces of poison are found 
in his blood. Léa and her assistant, Sergeant Aurel Raisin, first question the victim’s rel-
atives, all of whom are either reluctant to talk or downright hostile. Over the course of 
the investigation, Humbert’s ex-wife, mistress and best friends are questioned, as are 
his political adversaries and neighbors. Apparently, Humbert’s behavior had suddenly 
changed in 1984. That same year, he left both his wife and mistress, got tattooed, and 
acquired inexplicable wealth. Could those sudden changes have something to do with 
his death?

Du poison dans les veines
Poison in the Veins

When the body of twenty-year-old college student Vivian Verdier is discovered in the 
woods near Macon, rookie police lieutenant Léa Ribaucourt is put on the case. 
The young man, who had been shot with a hunting rifle while out jogging, had been 
involved in drug dealing. In all likelihood, it is a case of settling old scores. Yet no matter 
how closely Ribaucourt scrutinizes the young man’s past, the lieutenant is unable to 
come up with a likely suspect. And why did the victim trace a “4” on the ground before 
falling into a coma?
Continued investigations reveal a disturbing portrait of a young man constantly in and 
out of trouble: smalltime dealer, vicious soccer player, dishonest employee… His girl-
friend was convinced Vivian was about to pull off “something big.” Had the lightweight 
delinquent gotten in over his head?

Jeux mortels en hiver
Deadly Games in Winter

Former head of the Saône-et-Loire Renseignements Généraux, the intelli-
gence service of the French Police, Alfred Lenglet is currently the Divisional 
Commissioner of the city of Lyon. He is a literature enthusiast and the au-
thor of seven novels.  

Alfred Lenglet
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April 2015 
416 p.

Mystery writer, Karine Delorme, witnesses the horrific course of a passenger plane 
plummeting toward a nearby vineyard.The findings leave no room for doubt: the plane 
had been tampered with. Its sole occupant, Vincent Lauragais, was the son of the late 
Alain Lauragais, a politician who had also died in troubling circumstances thirty years 
before.        
Purportedly he had committed suicide. When Vincent’s older brother miraculously sur-
vives a spectacular car accident, rumors of a family vendetta start to spread, fueled by 
ghosts of the past stirred up by the media: embezzlement, sex scandals, the settling 
of political scores... Yet, Inspector Moreno’s investigation is at a standstill; all of the 
suspects have watertight alibis. Meanwhile, Karine Delorme keeps running up against 
another unsolved mystery: two days prior to Alain Lauragais’s apparent suicide, the 
body of a lifeless fifteen-year-old girl had been found at the exact same spot: on the 
banks of an isolated pond in a nearby forest. Our whodunit author is convinced the two 
deaths are somehow related – but how?

Le marais des ombres
Swampy Grounds

February 2016
400 p.

A superbly-crafted investigation brimming with leads and red-herrings, unexpected 
twists and turns, and a host of surprise revelations.
A skeleton is found in the depths of a cave in Parçay, a tiny French hamlet in the Cher 
valley. The body is quickly identified as that of an Argentinian tourist who had been 
missing for ten years. With no evidence to go on, the police quickly conclude it was the 
crime of a random prowler.
Two months later, a number of anonymous letters accuse an old woman in the vil-
lage, known as “Mother Pinchpenny,” to have maliciously caused a young woman to 
be sentenced to death for collaboration horizontale, or sleeping with a German officer. 
Though the case dates back to the Liberation, the condemned woman had given birth 
to a son, whose entire life had been spent under the shadow of infamy. A short time 
afterwards, a series of particularly horrific murders shocks the region. The killer always 
strikes the same family and spares no one, not even the children. 
Chief Inspector Moreno, of the Regional Judiciary Police in Tours, is convinced the 
three cases are related. With the help of his friend, the novelist Karine Delorme, he 
finds himself enmeshed in a terrifying web of crime rooted in the chaos of 
World War II...

Meurtres d’outre-tombe
Murders from Beyond the Grave

Bernard Simonay is a best-selling author of over two dozen novels. He 
writes in various genres, including fantasy, regional fiction and crime fiction. 
His works have been ded a number of literary prizes awards.

Bernard Simonay
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Gilbert Sinoué paints here a portrait of Florence Nightingale’s life. A pioneer of 
modern nursing, known as « The Lady of the Lamp », for the oil lamp she always 
carried as she ran through darkened hospital hallways.  

This formidable woman’s life is recounted through a series of conversations between 
the young biographer, Jonathan Brink – inspired to document Miss Nightingale’s life 
after having interviewed her twenty-some years earlier – and Henry Bonham Carter, 
Nightingale’s cousin and right-hand man through much of her life. 
From her bourgeois beginnings and early role as a caretaker to her clear compassion 
for those less fortunate than she ; from her legendary work in the Crimean War to the 
foundation of the first nursing school in Great Britain ; from her organization of field 
medicine during the US Civil War to the commendable work she accomplished in the 
latter part of her life fighting infectious diseases… 
Gilbert Sinoué artfully delves into the past to bring Florence Nightingale, as well as the 
people and events that marked her, back to life. 

The Lady of the Lamp
La Dame à la lampe

April 2008 
286 p. 

French sales: 
Paperback (Folio)
Book-club editions 
(GLM & France Loisirs) 
Large-print edition 
(Feryane)

Foreign sales: 
Neri Pozza (Italian) 
Psichogios (Greek)

January 2005  
304 p. 

The Saint Louis’ Epic
Un bateau pour l’enfer

Gilbert Sinoué
Gilbert Sinoué was born in Cairo in 1947. His books, among which Le Livre de saphir 
(Gallimard, Prix des Libraires 1996), L’Enfant de Bruges (Gallimard, 1999), Des jours et des 
nuits (Gallimard, 2001), L’Ambassadrice (Calmann-Lévy, 2002), Les Silences de Dieu (Albin 
Michel, 2003), and Un bateau pour l’enfer (Calmann-Lévy, 2005) have been translated 
throughout the world with great success.  

November 8th, 1938. Following the murder in Paris of the Embassy attaché von Rath, 
Goebbels – in retaliation – launched the tragically famous Kristallnacht, Night of the 
Broken Glass : the burning of synagogues and ransacking of Jewish homes. From then 
on, in addition to an out-going visa, the Jews who wanted to leave Germany had to buy 
an immigration visa.
1939. For reasons of exterior propaganda, Adolph Hitler decided to authorise the de-
parture from Germany of all Jews who desired to do so. In May 13th, 1939, the S.S. 
Saint-Louis, a liner sailing under the Nazi flag, casted off from Hamburg. Close to a 
thousand passengers were aboard, all German Jews and all in possession of very ex-
pensively acquired valid tourist visas. Destination : Havana, Cuba, where the exiled 
would wait for the right to enter the United-States.
On May 23th , the day prior to the boat’s entrance into Cuban territorial waters, Gus-
tave Schroeder, captain of the Saint-Louis, received a cable from the Cuban govern-
ment. The latter, manipulated by the Nazi agents established there, had suddenly 
decided to cancel all the authorisations. Schroeder was informed that the ship would 
not be authorised to come alongside. And an order was given to make an about turn 
and to bring back its cargo to Hamburg. Schroeder decided to disobey and established 
radio contact with the governments of the so-called free world. Roosevelt, the first 
approached, refused. Thus began the horrifying epic of the Saint-Louis.

French sales: 
Paperback (Le Livre de 
Poche) 
Book-club edition 
(GLM)
Large-print edition 
(Libra Diffusio)

Foreign sales: Actel Trading (Greek - Cyprus), Neri Pozza (Italian), 
Pro Editura (Romanian), Styria de Ediciones (Spanish)
Park Publishing (Hungarian), Kok Ten Have (Dutch)
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Enfer fashion

January 2016
250 p.

October 2015
296 p.

Diabétiquement vôtre
Diabetically Yours

Bertrand Burgalat

There are 400 million patients in all categories. 

15 % of health expenses in France and the United States.

Since the discovery of insulin, very little progress has been made, 
and many approximations remain.

Why such a disaster?

Bertrand Burgalat answers the question thoroughly. Mixing  autobiography, 
investigation and testimony, Diabetically yours describes the triumphant sugar, 

submerged societies and devastated lives.
Iconoclast and rigorous, a masterful work of public use.

French sales: 
Paperback edition 

(Le Livre de Poche)

Benedetta Blancato

Former agent for a major Parisian modeling agency, Benedetta Blancato delves 
into the cutthroat world of fashion where young girls’ bodies are seen as mere 
objects to be sold to the highest bidder.
Indeed, during the frenzy of Fashion Week, thousands of apprentice teenage 
models, seeking fleeting glory and rarely informed of their rights, are subject to 
enormous amounts of pressure and barely legal work practices. Bookers, busy 
kowtowing to powerful untouchable clients, are utterly indifferent to their plight. 
In a close examination of the upheavals of the fashion industry on the interna-
tional level, Benedetta Blancato gives us a scathing portrait of the world of mo-
deling agencies, where moral harassment is the norm and financial stakes the 
bottom line. The waltz of models from Kiev to Paris and the financial interests of 
major groups guided by capital of often dubious origins are identical, the author 
further proves.

The occasional scandal that comes to light in a business that dispassionately 
trades the bodies of young women is the mere tip of the iceberg. Backed by a 
wealth of testimonials, the author breaks the law of silence to throw devastating 
light on the sprawling world of fashion. 

Benedetta Blancato is 
a fashion journalist. She 
makes regular contribu-
tions to Stylist, Lui, Les In-
rocks, Vice Italie, Snatch, 
and Marie Claire Italie. 
Fashion Hell is her first 
book.

Diabetes: a plague that kills more people than AIDS and malaria combined.

Fashion Hell
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Foreign sales: 
Das Wunderhorn 
(German)

March 2016
272 p.

N’Ba, “my mother” in Bambara, the national language of Mali, is Aya Cis-
soko’s deeply moving tribute to her mother, who arrived in France in the 
mid-1970s wearing a waxprint “boubou” and a pair of plastic flip-flops.
The daughter’s portrait of her strong-willed mother immerses us in the culture of 
West Africa, where women are the mainstay of family life, responsible for educating 
children and passing on maternal languages and traditions. In Paris, the Malian im-
migrant would have to face, on a daily basis, an enormous rift separating two worlds. 
N’Ba is told from a two-way perspective, that of a mother, strug-
gling to conserve her identity despite a life reduced to a 
succession of trials; and that of a daughter, born in France and trying to construct an 
identity of her own, by breaking with her mother’s. Ultimately, it is the story of two 
women from two different cultures both brought together and separated by fate. 

N’Ba is Aya Cissoko’s second book. Her first, Danbé, co-written with Marie Desplechin 
(Éditions Calmann-Lévy, 2011), was adapted into an award-winning television movie.

N’ba
Aya Cissoko

March 2013
368 p.

Foreign sales :  
Arachne Publishing Co. 
(Korean)
AST (Russian)
Malpaso (Spanish 
Worlwide) 
Polity Press (English 
Worldwide)

The first book published by the founding members of FEMEN, explaining the 
goals of pop-feminism and giving us their incredible story, in four-part harmo-
ny.
During the Euro 2012, their war cry was heard all around the world : “Ukraine 
is not a brothel !” Inna, Sasha, Oksana and Anna, the founders of the FEMEN 
activist movement, grew up in ordinary families in two small Ukrainian towns. 
Each showed signs of unusual independence early on, refusing to succumb 
to the overriding hopelessness of life in post-Soviet Ukraine, determined to 
amount to something in life. Since 2008, the “gang of four” came up with a 
new kind of feminism, a more radical and spectacular movement they would 
call “pop-feminism”. Thus FEMEN, or “thigh” in Latin, was born. 
Topless, and sporting floral crowns and high heel shoes, the four women’s 
slight frames were turned into vehicles of ideological expression, placards for 
painting slogans and images. Humor, dramatic staging, physical daring and the 
shock factor soon became part of the foursome’s highly-effective repertoire.
First in Ukraine, and then the world over, the four women have taken on issues 
of gender inequality as well as poverty, discrimination, dictatorships and reli-
gious dictates. In Italy, they protested against the conduct of Silvio Berlusconi 
; in France – dressed like housekeepers – against that of Dominique Strauss-
Kahn. The Ukrainian activists have climbed steeples and embassy walls, have 
burst in on TV studios and polling places and – as the movement has radica-
lized – each of the four women has spent time in prison. They have been sued 
for hooliganism in Ukraine and banned from entering countries abroad. Yet 
thanks to unprecedented media coverage, FEMEN has found branches in over 
a dozen countries and their movement is very strong in France, Germany and 
Brazil. According to them, this is just a beginning. 

Femen
Femen

Femen
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Stopping Bullying, Now! 
Stop au harcèlement !

On February 13, 2013, thirteen-year-old Marion committed suicide, the victim of bul-
lying. Her mother, Nora Fraisse, has been fighting ever since, so that Marion won’t 
have “died for nothing,” so that “bullying will be taken seriously,” so that things will 
really change. The success of Marion, Forever Thirteen (published in 2015) has made 
her the unintentional voice of a cause and raised greater public awareness of bullying 
issues. However, despite this important first step, much remains to be done. Through 
the association she founded, Nora Fraisse has met numerous young victims, and their 
parents; she has spoken with teachers, psychologists and activists, and has studied 
measures in place in France and abroad.

Drawing on this experience with her characteristic pragmatism and the energy, Nora 
Fraisse continues the fight with the present guide to putting an end to bullying, at 
school and on social networks, each at our own level. 

Intended for both victims and witnesses and teenagers and parents, its aim is simple: 
to tell it like it is, to put wounds into words, to decipher the mechanisms at play, and to 
come up with effective solutions. Phobias, learning obstructions, self-mutilation and 
even suicide—there are hundreds of thousands of students suffering in silence. The 
time has come for bullying to stop. The time has come to make bullying “uncool!” 

January 2015
172 p.

More than 160.000 copies sold in France

Marion Fraisse was a good student. Cheerful, engaging and openhearted: she had a 
bright future ahead of her, with dreams of becoming an architect. She lived a happy 
home life with her parents and her brother and sister in the suburbs of Paris. On Fe-
bruary 13 2013, at the age of thirteen, she committed suicide by hanging herself with 
a scarf in her bedroom. She left a note behind for her classmates, explaining that, this 
time, the insults and violence had gone too far. In this poignantly sincere letter, the 
teenager is almost apologetic: “I guess I wasn’t able to tell you how heavy-hearted it all 
made me feel, but I’m telling you now, though my heart has stopped beating.” 
Could this terrible loss have been avoided? Nora Fraisse, Marion’s mother, is convinced 
it could have been. Her daughter had been complaining about the atmosphere at 
school. After asking the others kids to quiet down in class, Marion got booed. This in-
cident led her mother to request her daughter’s transfer to another class, which was 
denied. The school system proved unable to deal with bullying, the teachers disen-
gaged, the Principal in complete denial. After the death of their daughter, in addition 
to their grief, Marion’s parents – who filed a complaint – had to face the indifference, 
incompetence and inhumanity of the educational institution. 
At all costs, Nora Fraisse tried to understand how her daughter could have chosen to 
take her own life. She poured through the Facebook messages and text messages Ma-
rion received from her 8th grade schoolmates. She gleaned bits of information here 
and there from the parents and teachers - though generally reluctant - who were wil-
ling to share it with her. 
Nora Fraisse’s ordeal kindled an urge to write, and denounce society’s blindness to the 
growing phenomenon of bullying at school, worsened by social networks. Her testi-
mony is a call for vigilance and for concrete action, but it is also a personal response, 
the voice of a mother speaking to her daughter. 

Marion, 13 ans pour toujours
Marion, Forever 13

Nora Fraisse is the founder of the association “Marion Fraisse, an 
Outstretched Hand” dedicated to the fight against school and cyber bul-
lying. She has two other children, including a daughter who is about to enter 
middle school.

Nora Fraisse

French sales : Paperback 
(Le Livre de Poche) 
Book-club edition 
(France Loisirs)

Foreign sales :  
Amber (Polish)
AST (Russian) 
Vision B&P (Korean)
Bertrand Editora (Por-
tugese -Portugal)

TV Movie : 
Europacorp 

August 2016
96 p.
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An extremely lively account of the Church’s position in today’s world, exploring 
both the difficulties faced by Christians in a number of countries and the vitality 
of their faith. An adventure-packed travel narrative full of extraordinary – and 
at times tragic – encounters, as well as an inspirational questioning of mankind. 

Right after graduation, Charles and Gabriel decide to ride their bikes around the 
world. They give themselves a year and a very tight budget : 1€ per person, per 
day. They will cover 11,000 kilometers, finding refuge among Christians in countries 
where they are a minority, barely tolerated and even persecuted. Thus do they visit 
communities who practice their faith the way the first Christians did. We will stay 
with the Baghdad Chaldeans in Iraq, encounter the Christians of Nepal immediately 
after a church bombing, be admitted to a clandestine Catholic community in China 
and meet the new inhabitants of the Tibhirine monastery in Algeria, as well as a 
priest without parishioners in Mauritania and parishioners without a priest in the 
heart of the Amazon. 

Charles Guilhamon is a recent graduate of the prestigious ESSEC business school. He is 
the head of a company dedicated to the social and solidarity economy.

September 2012  
486 p.

Sur les traces des chrétiens oubliés
 Among the Forgotten Christians

Charles Guilhamon

French sales : Book-club 
edition (GLM)

> We do not hold the 
rights for an English 
translation

May 2011
236 p.

Foreign sales: 
Piemme (Italian)

85-year-old Raymond Gurême si one of 
the rare survivors of a forgotten chap-
ter in French history: the internment 
of « nomadic families » from 1940 to 
1946. 

Born in 1925 in caravan, like his ances-
tors before him, Raymand was an acro-
bat and a clown in the family circus. His 
parents were the proprietors of an itine-
rant cinema. As early as 1940, his family 
is persecuted by the Vichy government 
which views all Roma as wandering fo-
reigners.  Raymond and his immediate 
relatives are place in the squalid camped 
of Darnétal in the Seine-Maritime region, 
and later in the camp of Linas-Montlhéry 
in Essonne. Cut off from the world, they 
lack food, heat and sanitary living condi-
tions. Raymond is a true descendant of 
the Sons of the Wind, and refuses to be 
locked up: he escapes, using his acro-

bating skills. At the age of 18, he enters 
the French Resistance, and activelly par-
ticipates in the liberation of the country. 
This service to his country will never re-
ceive official recognition. 
A patriarch with 15 children and 150 des-
cendants spanning three generations, 
Raymond lives with his family a few short 
kilometers aways from the camp where 
he was once imprisoned. The true and 
epic story of a colorful character who 
defied death again and again, and a ti-
mely testimonial of the tribulations of his 
people. 

Veteran AFP journalist, Isabelle Ligner has 
written about numerous conflicts, dealing 
in particular with immigration issues, more 
recently the Roma and « Gens du Voyage ». 

Interdit aux nomades
Forbidden to Nomads
Raymond Gurême & Isabelle Ligner
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The scenario is straight out of 
a science-fiction novel: in po-
lar conditions, a small group of 
heavily armed men are trying to 
break into a high-security vault 
in order to steal... seeds! The year 
is 2100, and nothing is left of the 
biodiversity that once populated 
the planet, except these speci-
mens kept deep in the vault of 
Svakbard’s seed bank: outside, in 
the real world, nothing has sur-
vided. With a little help from a few 
greedy multinational corporation, 
biodiversity has collapsed. After 
this self inflicted holocaust, Man 
finds himseld alone in the world. 
Science-fiction? Perhaps not...

The alarming state of the dying 
forest of Borneo is not new to 
Emmannuelle Grundmann. Half 
of the world’s forests have been 
destroyed, an additionnal 16 mil-
lion more acres are massacred 
each year. 
Yesterday for rubber, today for 
palm oil or paper pulp, the fo-
rests’s resources have long been 
coveted by humans, who pillage, 
destroy and pollute, eliminating 
endogenous species and chasing 
out native populations in order to 
make profit. 
Forest are the lungs of the Earth. 
Today, they are devoured by a 
chronic cancer for which we, hu-
mans, bear full responsibility.

Tomorrow, Alone in the World? The Assassination of Forests
Demain, Seuls au monde ? Ces forêts qu’ on assassine

Preface by Jane Goodall

February 2009
328 p. 

March 2007
284 p. 

September 2013
264 p.

A Highly Profitable Scourge
Un fléau si rentable 

Focusing on both health and environmental issues aroused by palm oil, Emman-
uelle Grundmann gives us the first thoroughly documented and impartial investi-
gation on this latest green gold, and sifts through the truths and falsehoods that 
have clouded the debate for the past twenty years. 

Palm oil is everywhere, distributed by supermarkets around the world, found in an 
ubiquitous array of agribusiness foods and household products, including pastries and 
powdered milk, condiments, ready-made meals, ice cream and pizzas, cosmetics and 
soaps... Indeed, its mechanical and thermal properties give it a hold infinitely more 
stable than any other vegetable oil, no matter the temperature. Numerous NGOs 
and public health agencies have sounded the alarm, repeatedly challenging its high 
content in saturated fatty acids, synonymous today with the obesity of consumers. 
Criticisms don’t stop here, however. The oil palm, intensively farmed in some of the 
world’s most valuable rainforests, has devastating effects on habitat, biodiversity and 
indigenous peoples. Yet the issue is virtually taboo, as both “agro” concerns and gov-
ernments condemn any overly curious journalist who may rub consumers the wrong 
way and interfere with business.

Emmanuelle Grundman is a primatologist and post-doc researcher 
at Natural History Museum of Paris. She is an expert of  animal/human 
interactions with a focus on great apes conservation. She is president of the 
french chapter of the Jane Goodall Institute. She has written several books 
and is a freelance journalist on wildlife and environmental issues for various 
french magazines such as Terre Sauvage and Sciences&Avenir. 

Emmanuelle Grundmann

Foreign sales:
Riemann Verlag 
(German) 
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September 2009 
264 p.

This is the incredible story of Adolfo Ka-
minsky’s life as a counterfeit artist, ac-
tive from 1943 to 1971. His convictions 
lead him to spend his entire life in hiding, 
guided by survival instincts, necessity 
and danger alone. A race against the clo-
ck – and against death – in which every 
minute truly counted. 
A genius forger, he devoted his life to ai-
ding the great opposition movements of 
the 20th century, working for the French 
Resistance and the Algerian FLN, provi-
ding false papers for Jews emigrating to 
Palestine, teaching counterfeiting tech-
niques to the combatants of repressive 
regimes in Spain (under Franco) and 
Greece (during the Regime of the Co-
lonels), and aiding the freedom move-
ments of Latin America and Africa. 

This book questions the notions of com-
mitment, destiny, free choice and conse-
quences. When Kaminsky, at the age 
of 17, begins making forgeries for the 
Resistance, little does he realize that 
he is already caught up in an inexorable 
mechanism : that of his own sense of 
duty towards fellow man. This is also a 
dialog between a father and a daughter. 
Sarah, born in 1979, attempts to unders-
tand her father’s unusual destiny, giving 
us the account of a man whose very exis-
tence was a secret and who accepts, at 
last, to speak of the past.

Sarah Kaminsky was born in Algeria and 
has lived in France since she was three. To-
day, she is both an actress and playwright. 
Adolfo Kaminsky, une vie de faussaire is her 
first book.

Adolfo Kaminsky, une vie de faussaire
Adolfo Kaminsky, A Forger’s Life
Sarah Kaminsky

French sales: 
Paperback (Le Livre de 
Poche)
Book-club editions 
(GLM & France Loisirs)

« ...I’ve got to stay awake, as long as possible. Fight off sleep. The math is simple. In one 
hour I can make false papers for thirty people. If I sleep for an hour, thirty people will die »
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Foreign sales:
Angelo Colla Editore (Italian), Antje Kunstmann (German), Belge Yayinlari (Turkish), Capital 
Intelectual (Spanish), Casbah (Arabic & French Algeria), Doppelhouse press (English Worldwide), 
Kinneret Zmora Dvir (Hebrew), Open learning (Complex Chinese), United Sky Beijing (Simplified 
Chinese)

Pierre Cardin’s call emerged early, at the age of 8 and his vital need for creation 
never left him since. At 92, the last emperor of haute couture hasn’t lost any of his 
glory or power. 

More than the fashion designer and the internationally famous businessman, it’s the 
private side of Pierre Cardin’s life that Sylvana Lorenz, artistic director and PR of L’Es-
pace Cardin, wishes to unveil in this book; and this is especially difficult since Pierre Car-
din is such a secretive person. He has always been very careful to hide his weaknesses 
and wounds. Straight as an “i”, born in the Venice region, Pierre Cardin, never shows 
his feelings or successes; over the years he has managed to turn his solitude into an 
ally and to keep his thirst for life intact. He never shows any of the tantrums known to 
Hollywood stars, preferring to keep the Viandox beverage which has warmed him up 
when he first arrived in Paris in 1944, on the menu of his famous Maxim’s restaurants.
Confidences, anecdotes, shared moments which Sylvana Lorenz has kept away in her 
diary year after year, has enabled her to paint the portrait highly intelligent and very 
private workaholic conqueror. The last child of a family with seven children, the son of 
an old Italian immigrant, transforms everything he touches into gold. He has always 
lived and still lives for the love of Art. 

Sylvana Lorenz has been 
working closely with 
Pierre Cardin for over 35 
years. An art gallery di-
rector, who also works for 
Match TV, she is part of 
the jet-set and has been 
around the world with 
Cardin several times.

March 2006 
204 p.

Sylvana Lorenz
Pierre Cardin

Sylvana Lorenz

Foreign sales: 
Knijnyi Club 36’6 (Russian)
Surugadai Shuppan (Japanese)
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Lilly Marcou

Staline, vie privée
The Private Life of Staline

The man behind the legend and the shadow of the legendary figure of Joseph Sta-
lin fell over most of the 20th century. 

This work attempts to shed light on the mystery of the man behind the legend, to un-
derstand the inner-workings of his personality based on previously unpublished archi-
val information, as well as accounts from surviving family members and close friends. 
Author Lilly Marcou dives into the large quantity of Soviet documents available to 
Western researchers in order to question established notions and bring the shadowy 
areas of Stalin’s life into light. She distinguishes hearsay from truth, analyzes certain 
controversies and reveals little-known facts.
It is easy to think that a dictator under whose regime so many atrocities were com-
mitted can be nothing other than a monster. By looking at him as a whole human 
being, he becomes all the more vulnerable before the judging eyes of history.

Born in 1936, Lilly Marcou headed a research group working on the international Com-
munist movement for the Centre d’études et de recherches internationales (1975 – 1981) 
before teaching at SciencesPo in Paris from 1982 to 1988. She has written numerous works 
including Les Défis de Gorbatchev (Plon, 1988), Ilya Ehrenbourg, un homme dans son siècle 
(Plon, 1992) and Elsa Triolet, les yeux et la mémoire (Plon, 1994).

French sales:
Book-club edition 
(GLM)

March 1996 
352 p.

Foreign sales : 
Antet 2000 (Romanian)
Arenula (Italian)
Duna Kiado (Hungarian)
El Ateneo (Spanish-Latin America)
Espasa-Calpe (Spanish-Spain)

Daugava (Lettonian)
Hemiro Ldt (Russian)
Jorge Zahar (Portugese-Brazil)
 Levne Knihy (Czech)
 2020 Editora (Portugese -Portugal)
 Wydawnictwo Iskry (Polish)
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One was blond, the other was a brunette. One a painter, the other a writer. One was 
docile, the other was a rebel. Despite their differences, Hélène and Simone de Beau-
voir were united by an indestructible love. Neither time nor diverging aesthetic or 
political opinions ever managed to shake it. But their correspondence and memories 
reveal an equivocal relationship in which love is tainted with condescendence on Si-
mone’s part, and with jealousy on Hélène’s, Hélène being a less talented artist and 
eternally in the shadow of her world famous elder sister.
Beyond the ambiguities of this attachment, we discover the lives of two women who 
passionately dreamed of a life different from that of their mother and from that of 
all the submissive and virtuous women who came before them – those women who 
always spoke in terms of duty. To exist as women and as artists : such was the parallel 
struggle of the Beauvoir sisters.

Claudine Monteil is a historian focusing on women of the 20th century and a specialist on 
Beauvoir sisters, whom she knew personally. She is the author of several works including 
Simone de Beauvoir, Mémoires d’une jeune fille rebelle (Ed. du Rocher, 1996), and two nove-
listic biographies, Les Amants de la liberté, on Sartre and Beauvoir (Éditions n°1, 1999) and 
Les Amants des temps modernes on Charlie and Oona Chaplin (Éditions n°1, 2002).

The Beauvoir Sisters
Les soeurs Beauvoir

Claudine Monteil

March 2003
302 p.

Foreign sales :
Atlantis forlag (Swedish) 
Castelvecchi (Italian)
Circe (Spanish Worldwide)  
Langen-Müller (German) 
People’s Literary Publ.
House (Simplified 
Chinese)
Sicheonmunhak (Korean)  
 The Seal Press (English Worldwide)



One evening a bum with a cheeky grin offe-
red to look after the bicycle of a man doing 
some shopping on the Champs Elysées. 
The biker was the former French interior 
minister, Jean-Louis Debré. The homeless 
man, Jean-Marie Roughol, had been living 
on the streets panhandling for over two 
decades. From chance encounter to len-
gthy conversations, a singular friendship 
was cemented between the panhandler 
and the president of the Constitutional 
Council of France. So much so that, with 
the help of Debré, Roughol agreed to tell 
his story—an unvarnished account of for-
ty-seven years of hard living and drink. 

He recalls his difficult childhood in Pa-
ris and how, at the age of eighteen, he 
would succumb to the fascination of Pi-
galle, the red-light district. Marco, a lo-
cal owning a crepe restaurant, agreed to 
let Jean-Marie to work for him for room 
and board. This would be just fair enough 
for him until he fell madly in love with a 
stripper ignoring Marco’s steadfast rule 
not to bring any women home. Before 

long, Roughol was on the street, and 
broken-hearted in the bargain. From 
squat to subway station by way of park 
bench and fleabag hotel he persevered, 
however, and eventually landed a job as 
a waiter in Saint-Germain-des-Prés. But 
those days were numbered too: five years 
later Roughol was out of a job again, ho-
meless, drowning his sorrows in drink. He 
tried his luck at panhandling once more, 
surviving as best he could between the 
good days and the bad, because survival 
in the “hustling” business means knowing 
the game and its rules, the competition 
and the seasons: you have to capture the 
right territory and defend it, to make al-
lies, to fend off the newcomers, to know 
how to find the cheapest hotels, to avoid 
the cops and to stay out of shelters…

Roughol still panhandles in the chic 
neighborhoods of Paris. And though he 
says he’ll miss the streets the day he is 
no longer capable of surviving out there, 
his dream is to open his own creperie.

Je tape la manche

Jean-Marie Roughol & Jean-Louis Debré

October 2015
176 p.

My life as a Panhandler

Jean-Marie Roughol was 
born April 11, 1968. He has 
spent 23 years, or almost 
half of his life, living on the 
streets.
Jean-Louis Debré, is the 
former President of the 
Constitutional Council of 
France  and, has written 
a number of essays and 
best-selling detective no-
vels.

French sales: 
Paperback 

(Le Livre de Poche)

Foreign sales: 
Come Together Press 

(Complex Chinese)
Omega Publishing 

(Czech)
Purun Communication 

(Korean) 
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An unbiased and in-depth investiga-
tion that breaks with received ideas and 
finger pointing in a context prone to 
exaggeration and easy assumption. The 
book is developed as an innovative and 
constructive geopolitical essay and ex-
plores concrete avenues for improved 
but clear-headed relations with Russia. 
Who is the enigmatic Vladimir Putin? 
A tyrant at all costs bent on asserting 
power, his own and that of his inner cir-
cle, in the century-old tradition of the 
Kremlin autocrats? Or Russia’s savior, out 
to reinstate the greatness of his country 
by encapsulating Russian history from 
the Tsars to the Soviets? How did the 
man, a mere KGB Lieutenant Colonel at 
the end of the Cold War, rise to the top 
of one of the most powerful nations in 
the world? Who is the man behind the 
seemingly implacable mask: a brutal and 
cynical politician, a power-hungry mer-

cenary, or a true patriot committed to 
defending his country’s interests?
In a thoroughly documented investiga-
tion backed by a number of unprece-
dented meetings in Saint Petersburg 
and Moscow, Frédéric Pons gives us a 
compelling portrait of the Kremlin’s su-
preme leader: his training, dreams and 
ambitions, but also his passion for sports, 
as both a spectator and an athlete, and 
the diversity of his powerful network of 
influence, not to mention the decisive 
phases of his stunning political ascen-
sion, part ruthlessness part persuasion.
Without ignoring the ambiguous nature 
of Putin himself, Frédéric Pons recalls 
the mistakes of the West now paying 
the price for deliberately ignoring the 
fears and aspirations of Russia after the 
collapse of Communism, an attitude of 
“contempt” responsible, in part, for the 
present impasse.

Putin
Poutine

Frédéric Pons

October 2014 
374 p.

Frédéric Pons is a journa-
list and the editor-in-chief 
of the World service of Va-
leurs Actuelles. He teaches 
geopolitics at Saint-Cyr 
Military School and the 
École de Guerre and is 
president of the Associa-
tion des journalistes de la 
Défense.

Foreign sales:
El Ateneo (Spanish - 
Latin  America)
Kuchkovo-Pole (Russian)
Ottovo Nakladatelstvi 
(Czech & slovak)
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Dissuasion, subversion, persuasion. These are the three central means by which state 
relations are conducted. Having reached the end of his investigation, Raymond Aron 
tries to define the moral doctrine of diplomatic action and the strategy with the best 
chance of saving peace without sacrificing liberty. Finally, in an exercise of utopian 
thought, he is looking for the conditions of peace by law.
In 1962, when the book is published, these conditions are not completed and peace 
is ensured by the absence or limitation of wars. Raymond Aron’s analysis takes place 
at the height of the Cold War and explains the power struggle imposed by the nuclear 
weapons that only a few military powers hold. It is also a reflection on the history of 
mankind.

Peace and War amongst Nations
Paix et Guerre entre les Nations (1962)

January 2004  
790 p. 

Translation rights for English, German and Italian are not available

French sales: Book-club edition (GLM)

 April 2004 
 341 p.

The Opium of Intellectuals
L’Opium des intellectuels (1955)

Raymond Aron
Born in Paris in 1905, Raymond Aron, professor of Philosophy, was in turn, professor 
at the Institut des Sciences Politiques and at the École Nationale d’Administration in 
1945, sociology professor at the Sorbonne in 1955, director of research at the École 
pratique des Hautes Etudes and professor at the prestigious Collège de France (1970). 
In parallel, he also pursued a career in journalism, contributing to Combat, Le Figaro 
where he became director of their politics department in 1976 before being appointed 
general administrator of L’Express in 1979. His many works have marked the 20th 
century.

First published in 1955, L’Opium des intellectuels is an irrevocable condemnation of the 
credulity tinged with dishonesty and of the dogmatism on which the French intelli-
gentsia stands. Raymond Aron examines with rigorous and strict probity the evolution 
of “the Left”, “the Revolution” and “the Proletariat”, ideas that belong to the myth he 
explodes. How is it possible to accept the attitude of intellectuals who are merciless 
toward the failings of democracy but ready to tolerate the worst of crimes as long as 
they are committed in the name of the proper doctrines ? How is it possible not to 
grasp the absurdity of the political and ideological mixtures that alienate intellectuals 
who are religion seekers, who worship History as a god ? Even if he repudiates his 
youthful ideas, Raymond Aron does not take the law into his own hands. He offers a 
dispassionate thought-process, a fight rid of all hatred, urging “all those who refuse to 
see in the Forum struggles the secret of the human destination” to follow him.
French sales : Paperback (Pluriel)
Foreign sales : 
Akademiai Kiado (Hungarian)
AST (Russian) 
Curtea Veche (Romanian)
Dituria (Albanian)  
Doubleday (English Worldwide) 
Guiparang (Korean)

 
Kiepenheuer & Witsch (German)
Lindau Edizioni (Italian) 
Muza Publishing (Polish) 
RBA Libros (Spanish) 
Três Estrelas (Portuguese Worldwide) 
Yilin Press (Simplified Chinese)

Foreign sales : 
AST (Russian)
Social Sciences Academic Press (Simplified Chinese)
WMF Martins Fontes (Brazil)
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Part 1 : Essay on the origin of persecution 
Here Poliakov examines the principal groups that have, like the Jews, been scapegoats 
in European history – who have been held responsible for epidemics, wars and other 
disasters. 

Part 2 : From Mongol domination to Lenin’s victory 
Poliakov describes the October revolution. He retraces the origins of Russian history, 
marked by the division – civil and religious – between the people and the authorities 
and analyses the manner in which, over the centuries, this divide gave birth to the idea 
that “conspiracy” could explain all conflicts. 

Diabolical Causality
La causalité diabolique 1980/1985/2006

March 2006
640 p.

Foreign sales :
Ariel (Spanish - Argentina) 
Perspectiva (Portuguese Worldwide)

April 2004 
341 p.

The History of Antisemitism
Histoire de l’antisémitisme 4 vol. (1955)

Léon Poliakov
Léon Poliakov was born in St Petersburg on November 25, 1910. Raised in Russia, Italy 
and Germany, he studied law and literature in Paris before turning to journalism and 
historical research. In 1944, he participated in the creation of the Centre of Modern 
Jewish Archives. At the end of World War II, he assisted Edgar Faure at the Nuremberg 
trials. He died in Paris in 1997.
Léon Poliakov published numerous works with Calmann-Lévy, including Le Bréviaire 
de la haine (1951), Le Procès de Jérusalem (1963), Les Banquiers juifs et le Saint-Siège 
(1967) and Le Mythe aryen (1971).

Covering the history of prejudice against Jews from the time of Christ through the rise 
of Nazi Germany, this title presents in elegant and thoughtful language a balanced, 
careful assessment of this egregious human failing that is nearly ubiquitous in the his-
tory of Europe.

VOL. 1 : Du Christ au juifs de cour 
VOL. 2 : De Mahomet aux Marranes
VOL. 3 : De Voltaire à Wagner 
VOL. 4 : L’Europe suicidaire

French sale : Volumes 1 and 2 : Paperback (Points Seuil)

Foreign sales : 
Chikuma Shobo (Japanese) 
Hasefer (Romanian)
Idiomas Vivientes (Spanish) 
Jüdischer Verlag (German)  
Perspectiva (Portuguese) 

Pennsylvania UP (English Worldwide)
RCS Libri (Italian) 
Shtepia Botuese Plejad (Albanian) 
Taiwpn Universitas (Polish)
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French sales: Paperback 
(Gallimard/Folio)

Foreign sales: 
Kziazka I Praza Instytut 
(Polish)

The Tyranny of Reality
La tyrannie de la réalité

Mona Chollet

August 2004
368 p. 

Nowadays, few ideas are as hackneyed as that of “reality”. Politicians, managers, 
economists and novelists: all call on the spirit of reality claiming that only realism 
seems to be acceptable. In our collective mind, reality now stands as the standard 
value. Mona Chollet, an independent journalist, reveals with insight the pernicious use 
of the concept in every type of discussion and shows how the realist injunction is both 
deceptive and confusing.  Against the veneration of reality, Mona Chollet defends the 
benefits of imagination and dreams. She gives an account of individual and collective 
experiences, and explores the “elsewhere” of society. She starts a discussions about 
dreamers: Gaston Bachelard, Italo Calvino, Robert Louis Stevenson, and scientists 
who share their views: Bernard d’Espagnat, Augustin Berque. It does not prevent her 
from condemning the perversions of dreams, from bovarysm to all kinds of totalitar-
ianism. Thus, the author joyfully suggest an alternative route – not to allow us to flee 
reality – but on the contrary in order to experience it fully. 

Mona Chollet was born in Geneva in 1973. She works as an independent journalist and ed-
itor of the cultural critics website peripheries.net. She regularly writes for Swiss newspaper, 
such as Femina and Le Courrier de Genève. She was a long time contributor of Charlie Hebdo, 
as well as Les Inrockuptibles. 

They were and always will be the heroes of the Bohemian period : a magnificent 
era whose influences and movements still reverberate at the turn of the twenty-
first century.

Dan Franck’s book covers the first thirty years of the 20th century, when Montmartre 
and Montparnasse were filled with glorious subversives who were inventing modern 
art and the literary language of the century : Picasso the gentle anarchist, Apollinaire 
the eroticist, Modigliani and his women, Max Jacob and his men, the fiery Aragon, 
the solitary Soutine, Man Ray, Gertrude Stein, Henri Matisse, Andre Breton and many 
others. 
They came from many different countries. They were painters, poets, sculptors, mu-
sicians, and began seminal movements such as fauvism, cubism and surrealism. Their 
lives were as flamboyant as their work ; they were hedonists, believed in free love and 
broke all the rules of conventional Parisian society.

French sales: Paperback edition (Le Livre de Poche), Book-club (France Loisirs)
Dan Franck, novelist and 
screenwriter, has written 
more than thirty books. 
His novel La Séparation 
(Ed. Corps, 1991) won the 
Prix Renaudot. 

1998 
570 p.

Dan Franck
Bohemians
Bohèmes

This book is the first volume of the trilogy Le temps 
des Bohèmes. Regarding the rights of Libertad! and 
Minuit, the second and third volumes published by 
Editions Grasset, please contact Ms Heidi Warneke: 
hwarneke@grasset.fr

Foreign sales: 
Clio Publishing (Korean) 
Garzanti (Italian)
Grove Atlantic (English Worldwide) 
L&PM (Portuguese - Brazil)
Parthas Verlag (German) 
Psichogios (Greek)
Renmin UP (Simplified Chinese)

Sel Yayincilik (Turkish) 
SonM (Bulgarian)  
Sluzbeni Glasnik (Serbian)  
Universal Dalsi (Romanian) 
Wydawnictwo Iskry (Polish)
Galeria Miquel Azuleta (Spanish)
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September 2003  
220 p.

Blind date. Sexe et philosophie
Blind Date. Sex and Philosophy

Blind Date imagines this meeting between sex and philosophy, not as a real tête-à-
tête, but as it has always been happening, that is to say indirectly, blindly, in areas that 
are common to neither : love letters, thought, eroticism, writing… 
Blind date is said of a rendez-vous between two strangers, organized by an absent 
third party who knows them both. 
Philosophy – starting with astonishment (Aristotles), declaring itself the science of 
being, hoping to be the curer of the soul, finding its etymology as “love of wisdom”, 
seeing itself as a spiritual education, rectifying itself as logic of statements, delivering 
itself at length in textbooks, written in all languages but supposedly thinking in one... 
– is slowly vanishing. 
Sex – it finishes when explanations become necessary, it is commented upon only at 
its disappearance, it upsets all theory trying to circumscribe its effects… It is present 
everywhere, all the time, and is perpetually missing. 
It is said that the rendez-vous was made three thousand years ago. Officially, that is. 
But it has been postponed ever since. 

Foreign sales: 
Donzelli Editore (Italian) 
Illinois University Press (English Worldwide)

October 2001
220 p. 

All mothers are savage. Savage because they unconsciously take an oath to keep their 
child forever inside of them. To keep unaltered, at least, the link unites them with their 
child in the mother connection that she herself grew up in. The oath continues this way, 
secretly, from mothers to daughters and sons, leading to suffocation or even murder if 
difference doesn’t play its part in opening the circle and breaking the fascination. The 
oath must be broken by the child to become him or herself, to find his or her truth and 
desire. The risk he or she faces is abandoning them other to her melancholy and facing 
the fear of being abandoned him or herself, to be able to love.
How do those who were exposed to this savagery with particular violence get out?
How can psychoanalytical communications create a new connection for those feeling 
suffocated? 
The author answers these questions with famous literary examples such as Tolstoi’s 
Anna Karenina, the mother in Marguerite Duras’ Barrage contre la Pacifique, and Sty-
ron’s Sophie’s Choice. 

La Sauvagerie maternelle
Maternal Savagery

Born in Paris in 1964, Anne Dufourmantelle is a philosopher and psy-
choanalyst. She is the author of several books including La Sauvagerie ma-
ternelle (Calmann-Lévy, 2001), La Femme et le Sacrifice (Denoël, 2007) and 
Éloge du risque (Payot, 2011).

Anne Dufourmantelle

French sales:  
Paperback (Editions Payot & Rivages)
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October 2015
600 p.

French sales: 
Paperback 
(Le Livre de Poche)
Book-club edition 
(GLM)

For the previous 
edition:
Foreign sales:
Stanford UP (English)

In 1981, the first edition of Vichy France and the Jews, the pair of American historians 
revealed that anti-Semitic policies were put into place in Vichy France, with no Nazi 
coercion whatsoever, starting in the summer of 1940. The question of the Vichy re-
gime’s responsibility was no longer entirely repressed at the time, but the subject was 
considered a minor one, and gaining access to French and German archives was a long 
and laborious process. 
A lot has happened since then. The archives are no longer closed, thanks in particular 
to the law passed on July 15, 2008 authorizing historians to access highly confidential 
records. Furthermore, the role of the Vichy government is now central to historical re-
search on the era.  A number of other major events have occurred in the past decades, 
as well: the French government has recognized Vichy’s active role in deporting Jews; 
the French Catholic Church has made amends for its initial silence; and French citizens 
have been charged, tried and sentenced for crimes against humanity or complicity in 
such crimes.
The authors, on the basis of a wealth of material, have fleshed out and layered the fun-
damental thesis that utterly obliterates the idea – gaining ground today – that 75 % of 
the Jews in France were able to survive partly thanks to the Vichy regime.
Today, more than ever, it is urgent to read the revised and expanded edition of Vichy 
France and the Jews.

Michaël Marrus is Professor Emeritus of History at the University of Toronto. He specializes 
in anti-Semitism in France, on which he has written over a dozen works.

Robert O. Paxton is Professor Emeritus of History at Columbia University (New York). He 
specializes in Vichy France and is the author of the authoritative Vichy France (Seuil, 1973) 
and a dozen of works, including Parades and Politics at Vichy (1966), and L’Armée de Vichy 
(Tallandier, 2003).

Vichy France and the Jews.  
Michaël R. Marrus & Robert O. Paxton

Vichy et les juifs

Revised and expanded edition
Translated from English by   
Marguerite Delmotte
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A surprising and fascinating essay that guides us through a bright analysis on mu-
sic, our relation to sounds and to silence. 

This book is composed of ten little tracts that calls on “the connections between music 
and the pain from the constantly surrounding sounds”. It may seem paradoxical from 
Pascal Quignard, in whose work music has a great significance. To explain this paradox 
Quignard analyses several founding myths, among which Saint Peter whose remorse 
was called up by a rooster’s crow or the sirens’ song in Ulysses’ odyssey ; but also the 
very origins of instruments, from their name to their production. He chooses the exa-
mple of the zither, or khitara, made out of tortoise shell, sheep guts and cow skin, just 
like Ulysses’ killing bow. 
From the darkness of the first men’s cavern to the darkest pages of our history, the 
author shows us how music can be a source of pain. It can even become a slavery tool 
for, as Quignard explains, “musical rhythms captivate the body’s rhythms. (…) Hearing 
and obedience are connected. A conductor-leader, performers-subordinates, obedient 
people, such is the structure that is built by the execution of music. Wherever there is 
a leader and subordinates, there is music.” He reminds us that in the death camps du-
ring the Second World War, prisoners went in gas chambers listening to music. Some 
conductors who came back from the camps, like Simon Laks, but also other people 
who had always loved music, like Primo Levi, have explained how music has become a 
suffering or related to the memory of this suffering. Thus, “the phrase Hatred of music 
is used to express how loathsome music can become even to who loved it most”. 

The Hatred of Music
La haine de la musique

January 1996  
328 p.

French sales: Paperback 
(Folio)
Foreign sales: 
El Cuenco de Plata 
(Spanish Worldwide)
EDT (Italian)
Franz (Korean) 
Suisei-Sha (Japanese) 
Yale University Press 
(English Worldwide) 
Henan UP (Simplified 
Chinese)

January 1995
218 p. 

Speculative Rhetorics

Rhétorique Spéculative

Pascal Quignard
Pascal Quignard was born in 1948. He won the Prix Goncourt in 2002 with Les 
Ombres errantes (Grasset). He is the author of numerous novels, including Tous 
les matins du monde (1991, Gallimard), Terrasse à Rome (winner of the Grand Prix 
du Roman de l’Académie Française in 2000, Gallimard) and Villa Amalia (2006, 
Gallimard), and essays : Petits Traités (1981, 1983, 1984, Clivages), La Leçon de 
musique (1987, Hachette), Le Nom sur le bout de la langue (1993, P.O.L), Le Sexe 
et l’effroi (1994, Gallimard). Passionately fond of music since his childhood, he 
plays cello and has founded the Baroque Opera and Theatre Festival in Versailles. 

Literature is language seen as a throwing weapon. (…) Human life relies on language like 
the arrow relies on wind. (…) The archer’s target is the aiming eye. The whole book aims 
at a final point. The final point is the only moment when the writer and the reader meet 
: they meet to say farewell. The final point is the moment when they kill each other. The 
final point is the punctured eye. Then, imagination gives the reader’s body back to reality, 
like the sea would leave a dead body on the shore.
Pascal Quignard explains through five short tracts that it is better to show rather than 
demonstrate, that images are stronger than thoughts ; that obviousness exempts 
from conviction and language from philosophy. Passionately fond of literature, an un-
ashamed literary-minded person, Quignard relies, among others, on the conversations 
between Marcus Aurelius and Fronto and undertakes to rehabilitate the latter. Marcus 
Cornelius Fronto, Marcus Aurelius’ private tutor, hated philosophy and religion and has 
been criticized throughout the history of literature, when he was not simply forgotten. 
Beyond a mere reinstatement, this is a brilliant literary analysis by Quignard, to whom, 
as well as to Fronto, literature is impervious to rationality, to predictable. 
With Speculative Rhetorics, Pascal Quignard immerses the reader in what he calls, right 
from the dedication, a defence of literary-minded people”, clever and sincere. 

French sales:
Paperback (Folio)
Foreign sales: 
Editora Hedra (Portu-
guese - Brazil)
El Cuenco de Plata 
(Spanish Worldwide)
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A lesson in philosophy, Criticism and Conviction is a witness to Ricœur’ stunning 
ability to bring knowledge and culture together.

For the first time, one of the major philosophical minds of the 20th century, known for 
his discretion, chooses to reveal his personal and intellectual evolution to two fellow 
philosophers, Marc de Launay and François Azouvi.
Criticism and Conviction is not only an introduction to the life and work of Paul Ricœur, 
covering all of the philosophical schools of interest, from metaphysics to psychoana-
lysis, from hermeneutics to ethics, from the history of philosophy to religion. It is also 
a long and inspiring thought process which explores a few questions that have rarely 
or never been touched upon in his other books : aesthetics, for example, or current 
events. This work is also a thought-provoking meditation on existence and death. 

French sales: Paperback (Pluriel)

November 1995 
290 p. 

Paul Ricœur
Criticisim and Conviction
La critique et la conviction

Philippe Réfabert

De Freud à Kafka
From Freud to Kafka 

Reading Kafka enlightened Freud decisively. That’s the bet the author makes in 
this beautiful text in the form of a meditation and case histories. A never-before 
published confrontation of Freudian discoveries with Kafka’s writing.

Philippe Réfabert, while asking himself along with us the meaning of uncovering the 
unconscious, continuously comes back to the question of origin to demonstrate that 
being a parent means allowing the child to envisage their mortality. Here, death is all 
that limits desire. Without the support of his parents, the child risks sacrificing either 
his sexual prowess, or his capacity for initiative or judgement.
Freud supposed that the child naturally possessed this unconditional support making 
him or her a tragic hero in the making, a little Oedipus, i.e., a hero capable of crimina-
lity without killing himself or going crazy.
When the child (or the child as an adult) finds the freedom to think that the price he 
must pay to survive is too high, he calls upon a psychotherapist and asks to be released 
from the deal he is made with himself. During the treatment, if the patient finds him-
self, and in the presence of the therapist, the resources to attack the walls he has built, 
and if he succeeds in the changing, then the therapy can be called psychoanalysis. 

Philippe Réfabert is a psychatrist and psychoanalyst. He has participated in many sym-
posiums and collective works. A renowned clinician, he has given seminars on the book’s 
theme. 

Foreign sales: 
Karnac Books (English 
Worldwide)

September 2001
210 p.

Paul Ricœur is one of the 
major philosophers of the 
20th century. His works 
are diverse, abundant and 
continue to meet suc-
cess both in France and 
throughout the world. His 
most renowned works are 
De l’interprétation (Seuil, 
1965 and 1995), Le Conflit 
des interprétations (Seuil, 
1969), La Métaphore vive 
(Seuil, 1975).

G
ERMAN TRAN

SLATION AVAILABL
E

Foreign sales: 
Association Apokalipsa (Slovenian) 
Edicoes Almadina (Portuguese) 
Greenbee Publishing (Korean)
Karl Alber Verlag (German)

Polity Press (English-UK)
Toubkal (Arabic)
 Yapi Kredi Yay (Turkish)
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Jean Baudrillard & Jean Nouvel
LES OBJETS SINGULIERS (2000). 
This title is an initial dialogue between 
a philosopher and an architect, both 
known for the audacity and strength 
of their works. They explore the “sin-
gular objects” of our time and make 
a lively critique of current obsessions 
and paradoxes.
French Sale : Paperback (Arlea).
Foreign Sales : 
Dongmoonsun (Korean), Beijing Pub-
lishing (Simplified chinese), Minne-
sota UP (English Worldwide), Fon-
do de Cultura Economica (Spanish 
Worldwide), Passagen Verlag (Ger-
man), Electa (Italian), Dar Charkeyyat 
(Arabic), Kajima Institute (Japanese), 
Futura (Greek), Paideia (Romanian), 
AGM (Croatian), Yem Publications 
(Turkish), Boekencentrum Publish-
ers/ Klement (Dutch), Umetnisko Izo-
brazevalno (Slovenian). 

Christophe Bident 
RECONNAISSANCES  (2003)
What is the mystery inherent in acts 
of acknowledgement, and why is 
it such a current issue? Why do we 
have the need to be acknowledged? 
Writer and literature professor, Chris-
tophe Bident explores the theme of 
recognition, particularly in the works 
of Robert Antelme, Maurice Blanchot 
and Gilles Deleuze. 
Foreign Sale : Arena (Spanish World-
wide). 

Frédéric Boyer 
COMME DES FRÈRES (1998) 
This is a magnificently-written bibli-
cal, literary and philosophical essay 
on fraternity and war.
Foreign Sale : Dongmoonsun 
(Korean).
 
Belinda Cannone
LE SENTIMENT D’IMPOSTURE  (2005)
This title invites us to reflect upon 
the origins and manifestations of a 
very common feeling that we care-
fully hide – feeling out of place, like 
we do not deserve the place we are 
and fear being found out. The author 
draws on literature, film, psychoanal-
ysis, politics and personal accounts to 
better understand this phenomenon. 
French Sale : Paperback (Folio). 
Foreign Sales :
Bibliotheca nueva (Spanish World-
wide), Editura Art (Romanian), East 
China Normal UP (Simplified Chi-
nese), Edizioni di Passaggio (Italian).

LA PETITE BIBLIOTHÈQUE DES IDÉES
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Belinda Cannone 
L’ ÉCRITURE DU DÉSIR (2000) 
WINNER OF THE BEST ESSAY PRIZE 
FROM THE ACADÉMIE FRANÇAISE 
2000 
What makes us a writer ? What is 
the driving force behind the desire 
to write, transcribe, tell the world’s 
story ? Belinda Cannone studies this 
question through an analysis of her 
favourite writers. 
French Sale : Paperback (Folio). 
Foreign Sale : East China Normal UP 
(Simplified Chinese).

Jacques Darras 
NOUS SOMMES TOUS DES ROMAN-
TIQUES ALLEMANDS (2002)
Poet and essayist Jacques Darras ex-
plores the thinking of great German 
romantics such as Hegel, Schelling, 
Holderlin, Lessing, etc. and the influ-
ence they have on us today, particu-
larly in terms of building Europe. 
Foreign Sale : East China Normal UP 
(Simplified Chinese).

Jacques Derrida & Anne Dufour-
mantelle
DE L’HOSPITALITÉ (1997)
Anne Dufourmantelle attends a sem-
inar held by Jacques Derrida. He 
speaks of hospitality but also of hos-
tility, the other and the stranger, or 
what is approaching our borders. 
Foreign Sales :  Boom (Dutch), Stan-
ford UP (English Worldwide), Sangyo 
Toshu (Japanese), Ekkremes (Greek), 
Ediciones de la Flor (Spanish - Ar-
gentina), Passagen Verlag (German), 
Escuta (Portuguese - Brazil), Resling 
Publishing (Hebrew), Egyptian Na-
tional Center for Translation (Arabic), 
Dongmoonsun (Korean), Bellaterra 
(Spanish - Spain only)

Dany-Robert Dufour 
LETTRES SUR LA NATURE HUMAINE 
À L’USAGE DES SURVIVANTS (1999)
Dany-Robert Dufour, writer, essayist 
and linguistics professor at the Uni-
versity of Paris brings us a anthropo-
logical essay on the human being as 
an “anaxotl” – that is a being who, 
unlike most animals, is incapable of 
taking care of himself at birth. 
Foreign Sale :
Dongmoonsun (Korean).

Julia Kristeva 
AVENIR D’UNE RÉVOLTE (1998)
This title brings together three of 
Kristeva’s major texts on exile and 
revolt, more in terms of an interior 
revolution than political action. The 
texts are witness to her powerful 
argumentation, both on a psychoan-
alytical level and as a literary critic. 
She also touches on her own arrival 
in France and what it means to be a 
stranger in a strange land.
French Sale : Paperback 
(Champs-Flammarion).
Foreign Sales : Boom (Dutch), 
Guangxi Normal University (Simpli-
fied Chinese), Il Nuevo Melangolo 
(Italian), Instituto de Sao Paulo (Por-
tuguese - Brazil), Brandes & Apsel 
(German).

Antonio Negri 
DU RETOUR (2002)
In his own inimitable voice, Antonio 
Negri recounts his exceptional des-
tiny. From one letter to another (F 
for Future, B for Red Brigade, C for 
Crime, etc.), he relates the most im-
portant events of his life, his political 
commitments, his exile in France, his 
return to Italy and his imprisonment. 
French Sale : Paperback (Le Livre de 
Poche). 
Foreign Sales : Metaichmio (Greek), 
Rizzoli (Italian), Distribuidora Re-
cord (Portuguese - Brazil), Campus 
(German), Ehak (Korean), Editorial 
Debate (Spanish), Sakuhin Sha (Japa-
nese), Routledge (English), Van Gen-
nep (Dutch), Korpus (Slovenian), Sic 
(Polish).

Jean Oury & Marie Depussé 
À QUELLE HEURE PASSE LE TRAIN…
(2003)
This is an extraordinary dialogue 
about madness and ordinary life in 
a mental hospital, housed in an old 
castle, between Jean Oury, psychi-
atrist and psychoanalyst and writer 
Marie Depussé. 

Maria Victoria Uribe
ANTHROPOLOGIE DE l’INHUMANITÉ 
(2003)
This book relates the history of Co-
lombia from the period of “La Vio-
lencia” from the 1950’s to nowadays, 

through the study of the massacres. 
Basing herself upon political, social 
and contextual considerations, the 
author, a Colombian anthropologist 
born in Bogotá, establishes a typology 
of the massacres and of its perpetra-
tors. The author questions the sym-
bolization and ritualization of acts of 
violence, the semantic grounds of an 
inhuman anthropology, but also the 
devastating effects of the massacres 
regarding the body classification. 

 
Marc-Alain Ouaknin 
C’EST POUR CELA QU’ON AIME LES 
LIBELLULES (1998)
Rabbi Marc-Alain Ouaknin, who 
holds a degree in philosophy, tells the 
story of a meeting between a wise 
master and his disciple in the Luxem-
bourg Gardens and the philosophical 
quest that is born from this meeting. 
He mixes the teachings of the Bible, 
cabala, major European literary texts 
and philosophical references with his 
own personal humour and prose. 
Foreign Sale : Dongmoonsun 
(Korean).
 
Philippe Sollers & Christian de 
Portzamparc 
VOIR, ÉCRIRE (2003)
A second dialogue between an archi-
tect and a writer. They evoke favour-
ite writers, painters, other architects 
and raise the question : can we think 
without language ? 
French Sale : Paperback (Folio). 
Foreign Sales : Minnesota UP (En-
glish Worldwide), Yapi Kredi Kültür 
(Turkish), Henan Up (Simplified Chi-
nese).

Gérard Pommier
LES CORPS ANGELIQUES DE LA 
POST-MODERNITE (2000)
Psychoanalysst Gérard Pommier ex-
plores the current need to smooth 
over the rough edges, to «angelify» 
the body and desire (cloning, virtual 
reality) wich paradoxically leads to 
a resurgence of extreme violence. 
A very pertinent analysis of our 
constantly changing society. 
Foreign Sales :
East China Normal UP (Simplified 
Chinese). 
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Catherine Rambert
« A Dose of Philosophy » Series

We all know it is difficult to find happiness in the stress, the noise and worries of every day life. With one thought per 
page and one philosophical tale for every season, this collection brings together 365 thoughts, aphorisms, or hints to 
help the reader take a step back and acquire more wisdom, appreciate inner peace, develop it through simple actions 
and share it with others.

A Dose of philosophy in the 
morning (2001)
Do you wish you be calmer, more ba-
lanced and happier in your day-to-
day life ? This title suggests simple 
daily strategies that everyone can 
use to succeed and maintain peace 
of mind when dealing with the day’s 
hassles. What better time than the 
morning, with its promise of a fresh, 
new start, to make good resolu 
tions? 
French Sales: Book-club edition 
(GLM), Paperback (LGF)
Foreign Sales: 
Random House (German)
Armenia (Italian)
L&PM (Portuguese / Brazil)
Planeta (Spanish)

A Dose of philosophy in the 
evening (2002)
What valuable lessons can we learn 
at the end of each day ? Can we 
avoid repeating today’s mistakes 
tomorrow ? Did we seize the day ? 
Rambert offers advice and strata-
gems to reflect upon at the end of 
the day, and what better moment 
than the nighttime to review the 
hours gone by and make resolutions 
French Sales: Book-club edition 
(GLM), Paperback (LGF)
Foreign Sales : Armenia (Italian)
Ripol (Russian), Planeta  (Spanish)

A Dose of philosophy for 
Inner Peace (2004)
The search for inner peace is the 
eternal quest of all human beings. 
To be in peace, to live as well as pos-
sible with one’s self and with others. 
To seek harmony in all things and be 
aware of one’s luck, to love, share 
and exchange, and taste the plea-
sures of the moment...
French Sale: Paperback (LGF)
Foreign Sales:
 Armenia (Italian)
 L&PM (Portuguese - Brazil)

A Dose of philosophy for 
those who want to reach 
the top of the mountain 
(2006)
Getting to the top of the mountain, 
fulfilling one’s dreams, or fully suc-
ceed, to lead a happy private and 
professional life, to be in harmony 
with oneself, to surpass oneself, 
to reach for the stars… who hasn’t 
dreamt of this ? 
French Sale : Paperback (LGF)
Foreign Sale: Armenia (Italian)

A Dose of philosophy for 
Overcoming Difficulties 
(2009)
With the world economic crisis hit-
ting home, how are we to maintain 
a positive outlook ? How are we to 
keep our spirits up and put things 
into perspective – or even see cause 
for hope – when everything seems 
to be pointing to gloom and doom ? 
Catherine Rambert has the answers. 

Catherine Rambert is a journalist, 
and editor in chief of a major televi-
sion magazine, Télé Star. She has also 
written La Fête des maires, published 
by Lattès, Femmes d’influences, pu-
blished by Hachette/Carrère, and has 
penned her first novel Impostures sur 
papier glacé, published by Éditions n°1 
in 2007.
French Sales: Paperback  (LGF)


